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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
STATE OF IDAHO
Supreme Court Case No 405062012
Plaintiff Respondent
VS
JACOB M TORREZ
Defendant Appellant
CLERKSRECORD ON APPEAL
Appeal from the District Court ofthe Fourth Judicial District in and for the County ofAda
HONORABLE RONALD J WILPER
STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER
ATTORNEY FORAPPELLANT
LAWRENCE G WASDEN
ATTORNEY FORRESPONDENT
BOISE IDAHO BOISE IDAHO
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Appeal fro  the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District, in and for the County of Ada. 
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Date122013 Fourth Judicial District Court Ada County User TCWEGEKE
Time 0223PM ROA Report
Page 1 of 5 Case CRFE2011 0005970 Current Judge Ronald J Wilper
Defendant Torrez Jacob M
State of Idaho vs Jacob M Torrez
Date Code User Judge
4192011 NCRF PRSCHOKF New Case Filed Felony Magistrate Court Clerk
Complaint file stamped 04182011
PROS PRSCHOKF Prosecutor assigned Ada County Prosecutor Magistrate Court Clerk
WART PRSCHOKF Warrant Issued Arrest Bond amount 750000 Magistrate Court Clerk
Defendant Torrez Jacob M
XSEA PRSCHOKF Case Sealed Magistrate Court Clerk
STAT PRSCHOKF STATUS CHANGED Inactive Magistrate Court Clerk
672011 WART TCMCCOSL Warrant Returned Defendant Torrez Jacob M Magistrate Court Clerk
XUNS TCMCCOSL Case Unsealed Magistrate Court Clerk
STAT TCMCCOSL STATUS CHANGED Pending Magistrate Court Clerk
BOOK TCMCCOSL Booked into Jail on Magistrate Court Clerk
HRSC TCMCCOSL Hearing Scheduled Video Arraignment Daniel L Steckel
0672011 0130 PM
ARRN TCCHENKH Hearing result for Video Arraignment held on Daniel L Steckel
0672011 0130 PM Arraignment First
Appearance
CHGA TCCHENKH Judge Change Administrative Kevin Swain
ORPD TCCHENKH Order Appointing Public Defender Ada County Kevin Swain
Public Defender
file stamped06820111
HRSC TCCHENKH Hearing Scheduled Preliminary 06210 1 Kevin Swain
0830 AM
BSET TCCHENKH BOND SET at 100000 1188006 Kevin Swain
DrivingUnder the Influence Aggravated
ORDR TCWEGEKE Pretrial Release Order Ronald J Wilper
692011 MFBR TCFARANM Motion For Bond Reduction Kevin Swain
NOHG TCFARANM Notice Of Hearing Kevin Swain
RQDD TCFARANM DefendantsRequest for Discovery Kevin Swain
6142011 ORMR CCMANLHR Order For Delivery of Medical Records Richard Schmidt
ORMR CCMANLHR Order For Delivery of Medical Records Richard Schmidt
ORMR CCMANLHR Order For Delivery of Medical Records Richard Schmidt
6210 1 CONT CCMANLHR Continued Preliminary 071120 1 0830 AM Kevin Swain
302011 ORMR CCMANLHR Order For Delivery of Medical Records Daniel L Steckel
762011 ORMR CCMANLHR Order For Delivery of Medical Records Kevin Swain
1120 1 HRHD CCMANLHR Hearing result for Preliminary scheduled on Kevin Swain
071120 1 0830 AM Hearing Held
BOUN CCMANLHR Hearing result for Preliminary scheduled on Kevin Swain
071120 1 0830 AM Bound Over after Prelim
HRSC CCMANLHR Hearing Scheduled Arraignment 0726011 Ronald J Wilper
090 AM
COMT CCMANLHR Commitment Ronald J Wilper
AMCO CCMANLHR Amended Complaint Filed Ronald J Wilper000002
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Date122013 Fourth Judicial District Court Ada County User TCWEGEKE
Time 0223PM ROA Report
Page 2 of 5 Case CRFE2011 0005970 Current Judge Ronald J Wilper
Defendant Torrez Jacob M
State of Idaho vs Jacob M Torrez
Date Code User Judge
71120 1 REDU CCMANLHR Charge Reduced Or Amended 1491301 Ronald J Wilper
Accident Leaving the Scene or Failing to Stop for
Damage Accident
7132011 INFO TCBROXLV Information Ronald J Wilper
142011 PROS PRMORTTF Prosecutor assigned Ben Harmer Ronald J Wilper
MOTN TCTONGES Motion for Preliminary Hearing Transcripts Ronald J Wilper
RQDD TCTONGES DefendantsRequest for DiscoverySpecific Ronald J Wilper
726011 DCAR DCJOHNSI Hearing result for Arraignment scheduled on Ronald J Wilper
0726011090AM District Court
Arraignment Court Reportermadsen
Number of Pages50
HRSC DCJOHNSI Hearing Scheduled Entry of Plea 0892011 Ronald J Wilper
090AM
729011 ORDR DCJOHNSI Order for Prelim Transcript Ronald J Wilper
RSDS TCLANGAJ Specific Discovery Response to Court Ronald J Wilper
852011 NOTC TCTONGES Notice of Preparation of Transcript Ronald J Wilper
892011 DCHH DCJOHNSI Hearing result for Entry of Plea scheduled on Ronald J Wilper
089201109AM District Court Hearing Hek
Court Reporter cromwell
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated50
HRSC DCJOHNSI Hearing Scheduled Entry of Plea 08162011 Ronald J Wilper
090 AM
8162011 DCHH DCJOHNSI Hearing result for Entry of Plea scheduled on Ronald J Wilper
0816201109AM District Court Hearing Hek
Court Reporter cromwell
Numberof Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated50
PLEA DCJOHNSI A Plea is entered for charge NG 1188006 Ronald J Wilper
DrivingUnderthe Influence Aggravated
PLEA DCJOHNSI A Plea is entered for charge NG 1491301 Ronald J Wilper
Accident Leaving the Scene or Failing to Stop for
Damage Accident
PLEA DCJOHNSI A Plea is entered for charge NG 11880015 Ronald J Wilper
M3Driving Without Privileges Third or
Subsequent Offense
HRSC DCJOHNSI Hearing Scheduled Jury Trial 113020 1 090 Ronald J Wilper
AM
HRSC DCJOHNSI Hearing Scheduled Pretrial Conference Ronald J Wilper
11220 1 1100 AM
8172011 NOTC DCJOHNSI Notice of Jury Trial Ronald J Wilper
9122011 TRAN TCTONGES Transcript Filed Ronald J Wilper
142011 MOTN TCOLSOMC Motion to Suppress and Request for Leave Ronald J Wilper
1032011 NOTC TCTONGES Notice of Intent to UseIRE404b Ronald J Wilper
RSDS TCPACKCF StateCity Response to Discovery Ronald J Wilper000003
Date: 1/22/2013 Fourth Judicial District Court - da County User: TC EGEKE 
Time: 02:23 P  R Report 
Page 2 of 5 ase: C - -2 -0005970 urr t Judge: Ronald J. ilper 
Defendant: or ez, J   
tate of Idaho vs. Jacob  Torrez 
Date Code User Judge 
7/11/2011 REDU L  r   r ended ( -  Ronald J. ilper 
ccident-Leaving the cene or ailing to top for 
 ccident) 
7/13/2011 INFO T L  Infor ation Ronald J. ilper 
7/14/2011 PROS PR ORTTF r t r i   r r onald J. ilper 
TN  ti  f r r li i r  ri  r ri t  Ronald J. ilper 
  efendant's equest for iscovery/Specific Ronald J. ilper 
7/26/2011 DCAR  i  lt f  i t l   Ronald J. ilper 
7/26/20 1 9: 0 : i t i t t 
r ignment- t eporter:madsen 
r f ages:50 
HRSC  ri  l  (Entr  f l  8/ 9/20 1 onald J. ilper 
9: 0 ) 
7/29/2011 ORDR J I r r f r r li  r ri t onald J. ilper 
S S  i i  i     Ronald J. ilper 
8/5/2011   ti  f r r ti  f r ri t onald J. ilper 
8/9/2011 DCHH  ri  r lt f r tr  f l  l   Ronald J. Wilper 
08/09/2011 09:00 A : istrict ourt earing Hele 
rt :  
u ber of Transcript ages for this hearing 
timated:50 
 I earing cheduled (Entry of lea 08/16/2011 Ronald J. ilper 
9:00 ) 
8/16/2011 DCHH I ri  lt    l  l   Ronald J. ilper 
08/16/2011 09:00 : istrict ourt earing Hele 
urt rt r: r ll 
u ber of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
timated:50 
PLEA I  lea is t r  f r r : -  ( 18-8 06 Ronald J. Wilper 
Driving-Under the Influence (Aggravated)) 
L  I  lea is entered for charge: -  (149-1301 Ronald J. ilper 
Accident-Leaving the Scene or Failing to Stop for 
a age Ac i t) 
 I  lea i  t r  f r r : - NG (118-8001(5) Ronald J. ilper 
{M}{3} rivi g ithout rivileges-(Third r 
s t ff se)) 
S  J SI earing cheduled (Jury Trial 11/30/2011 09:00 onald J. ilper 
A ) 
HRSC J SI ri  c duled (Pretrial onference Ronald J. ilper 
11/22/2011 11 :00 ) 
8/17/2011 N T  J SI Notice of Jury Trial onald J. ilper 
9/12/2011 T AN T T  Transcript Filed Ronald J. ilper 
9/14/2011 TN TCOLSOMC otion to Suppress and Request for Leave Ronald J. ilper 
10/13/2011 N T  TCTONGES Notice of Intent to Use I.R.E. 4 4(b) Ronald J. Wilper 
RSDS TCPACKCF State/City Response to iscovery Ronald J. Wilper 
Date122013 Fourth Judicial District Court Ada County User TCWEGEKE
Time 0223PM ROA Report
Page 3 of 5 Case CRFE2011 0005970 Current Judge Ronald J Wilper
Defendant Torrez Jacob M
State of Idaho vs Jacob M Torrez
Date Code User
Judge
1032011 RQDS TCPACKCF StateCity Request for Discovery Ronald J Wilper
1092011 RSDS TCLANGAJ StateCity Response to DiscoveryAddendum Ronald J Wilper
OBJE TCTONGES Objection to States Notice of Intent to Use IRE Ronald J Wilper
404
1025011 NOHG TCTONGES Notice Of Hearing Ronald J Wilper
RQDD TCLANGAJ DefendantsRequest for Discovery Ronald J Wilper
SUBC TCTONGES Notice of Substitution Of CounselRoker Ronald J Wilper
1120 1 HRSC DCJOHNSI Hearing Scheduled Motion 11520 1 090 Ronald J Wilper
AM 404b Motion
11320 1 NOHG TCLANGAJ Amended Notice Of Hearing Ronald J Wilper
11920 1 RSDS TCLANGAJ StateCity Response to DiscoverySe ond Ronald J Wilper
Addendum
MOCN TCTONGES Motion To Continue Jury Trial and Notice of Ronald J Wilper
Hearing
11420 1 NOTC TCTONGES Amended Notice of Intent to UseIRE404b Ronald J Wilper
RQDD TCLANGAJ DefendantsRequest forDiscoverySpecific Ronald J Wilper
RSDS TCLANGAJ StateCity Response to DiscoveryThird Ronald J Wilper
Addendum
11520 1 DCHH DCJOHNSI Hearing result for Motion scheduled on Ronald J Wilper
11520 1 090 AM District Court Hearing Hek
Court Reporter cromwell
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated 404b Motion50
CONT DCJOHNSI Continued Jury Trial 03210 2090 AM Ronald J Wilper
CONT DCJOHNSI Continued Pretrial Conference 0312012 Ronald J Wilper
1100 AM
11720 1 NOTC DCJOHNSI Notice of Jury Trial Ronald J Wilper
11820 1 RSDS TCOLSOMC StateCity Response to Specific Request for Ronald J Wilper
Discovery
3132012 HRVC DCJOHNSI Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on Ronald J Wilper
03210 2090 AM Hearing Vacated
DCHH DCJOHNSI Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled Ronald J Wilper
on 03120121100 AM District Court Hearing
Held
Court Reporter cromwell
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated50
PLEA DCJOHNSI A Plea is entered for charge GT 1188006 Ronald J Wilper
DrivingUnder the Influence Aggravated
HRSC DCJOHNSI Hearing Scheduled Entry of Plea 0320012 Ronald J Wilper
090 AM
320012 DCHH DCJOHNSI Hearing result for Entry of Plea scheduled on Ronald J Wilper
0320012 090 AM District Court Hearing Helc
Court Reporter cromwell
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated50
000004
Date: 1/22/2013 Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County User: TCWEGEKE 
Time: 02:23 PM R Report 
Page 3 of 5 Case: C - E-20 -0005970 Current Judge: Ronald J. Wilper 
Defendant: Torrez, Jacob M 
State of Idaho vs. Jacob M Torrez 
Date Code User Judge 
10/13/2011 RQDS TCPACKCF tate/ ity Request for Discovery Ronald J. ilper 
10/19/2011 RSDS J tate/ it  Response t  Discovery/Ad endum Ronald J. Wilper 
OBJE  bjection to State's Notice of Intent to Use I.R.E. Ronald J. ilper 
04(b) 
10/25/2011 N H  TCT N ES ti  f ri  Ronald J. Wilper 
 T LA AJ efendant's equest for iscovery Ronald J. ilper 
SUBC T T  i   it i   /  Ronald J. ilper 
11/2/2011 HRSC I ri  l  ( ti  1/15/20 1 9: 0 Ronald J. Wilper 
)   
11/3/2011 NOHG   ti  f ri  Ronald J. ilper 
11/9/2011   State/ ity esponse to iscovery/Second Ronald J. ilper 
 
MOCN  ti   ti  r  ri l  ti  f Ronald J. Wilper 
 
11/14/2011 NOTC  A ended Notice of Intent to Use I.R.E. 404(b) Ronald J. Wilper 
RQDD  efendant's equest for iscovery/Specific Ronald J. Wilper 
RSDS L J tate/ ity esponse to iscoverylThird Ronald J. ilper 
 
11/15/2011 DCHH I  lt   l   Ronald J. Wilper 
11/15/2011 09:00 A : istrict ourt earing Hele 
rt rt r: r ll 
u ber of Transcript ages for this hearing 
ti t :  ti  
CONT I ontinued (Jury Trial 03/21/201209:00 A ) Ronald J. Wilper 
CONT J SI ti  (Pretrial f r c  3/13/2012 Ronald J. ilper 
1:00 ) 
11/17/2011 NOTC I ti  f r  ri l Ronald J. Wilper 
11/18/2011 RSDS  State/City esponse to Specific equest for Ronald J. Wilper 
i r  
3/13/2012 HRVC J I earing r lt f r ry ri l sc l   Ronald J. Wilper 
3/21/2012 9:00 : earing acated 
DCHH J I eari  result f r retrial onference l  Ronald J. Wilper 
on 03/13/201211:00 AM: District Court Hearing 
eld 
Court : cro e l 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
e ti ated: 50 
PLEA DCJOHNSI A Plea is entered for charge: -  (118-8006 Ronald J. ilper 
Driving-Under the Influence (Aggravated)) 
HRSC DCJOHNSI Hearing Scheduled (Entry of Plea 03/2 /2012 Ronald J. ilper 
09:00 A ) 
3/20/2012 DCHH DCJOHNSI Hearing result for Entry of Plea scheduled on Ronald J. Wilper 
03/20/201209:00 AM: District Court Hearing Hele 
Court Report r: cromwell 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
es ated:50 
Date122013 Fourth Judicial District Court Ada County User TCWEGEKE
Time 0223PM ROA Report
Page 4 of 5 Case CRFE2011 0005970 Current Judge Ronald J Wilper
Defendant Torrez Jacob M
State of Idaho vs Jacob M Torrez
Date Code User Judge
320012 PSSA1 DCJOHNSI Order for Presentence Investigation Report and Ronald J Wilper
Substance Abuse Assessment
PSMH1 DCJOHNSI Order for Pre Sentence Investigation Report and Ronald J Wilper
Mental Health Assessment
HRSC DCJOHNSI Hearing Scheduled Sentencing 05120 2 Ronald J Wilper
100 AM
3210 2 STIP DCJOHNSI Stipulation for Rule 11 Plea Ronald J Wilper
GPA DCJOHNSI Guilty Plea Advisory Ronald J Wilper
512012 DCHH DCJOHNSI Hearing result for Sentencing scheduled on Ronald J Wilper
05120 2 100 AM District Court Hearing Helc
Court Reporter cromwell
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated50
FIGT DCJOHNSI Finding of Guilty 118 8006 DrivingUnderthe Ronald J Wilper
Influence Aggravated
DSBC DCJOHNSI Dismissed by the Court 1491301 Ronald J Wilper
Accident Leaving the Scene or Failing to Stop for
Damage Accident
DSBC DCJOHNSI Dismissed by the Court 11880015M3 Ronald J Wilper
Driving Without Privileges Third or Subsequent
Offense
STAT DCJOHNSI STATUS CHANGED closed pending clerk action Ronald J Wilper
HRSC DCJOHNSI Hearing Scheduled Review 082012090 Ronald J Wilper
AM Review Restitution
OSDL DCJOHNSI Order Suspending Drivers License Driver License Ronald J Wilper
5 Years
JAIL DCJOHNSI Sentenced to Jail or Detention 1188006 Ronald J Wilper
DrivingUnder the Influence Aggravated
Confinement terms Credited time 365 days
Penitentiary determinate 3 years Penitentiary
indeterminate 7 years
52012 JDMT DCABBOSM Judgment of Conviction Ronald J Wilper
8172012 ORDR DCJOHNSI Order to Transport Ronald J Wilper
28012 DCHH DCJOHNSI Hearing result for Review scheduled on Ronald J Wilper
082012090 AM District Court Hearing Helc
Court Reporter goseney
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated Review Restitution50
HRSC DCJOHNSI Hearing Scheduled Hearing Scheduled Ronald J Wilper
10042012020 PM Restitution Hearing
STAT DCJOHNSI STATUS CHANGED Reopened Ronald J Wilper
ORDR DCJOHNSI Order to Transport Ronald J Wilper
9172012 ORDR DCJOHNSI Order to Transport Ronald J Wilper
CONT DCJOHNSI Continued Hearing Scheduled 1022012 Ronald J Wilper
020 PM Restitution Hearing
000005
Date: 1/22/2013 
Time: 02:23 PM 
Pa  4 of  
Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County 
R Report 
Case: C - -2 -0005970 Curre t Judge: Ronald J. ilper 
efendant: Tor ez, Jac   
User: TC EGEKE 
State of Idaho vs. Jacob M Torrez 
Date Code ser Judge 
3/20/2012 PSSA1 J I r r f r r s t  I ti ti  Report and Ronald J. Wilper 
t   ss ss t 
PSMH1 J I Order for Pre-Sentence Investigation Report and Ronald J. ilper 
l l  t 
HRSC J I ri  l  (Se t i  5/ 1/2012 Ronald J. ilper 
0: 0 ) 
3/21/2012 STIP J SI  f  l   l  Ronald J. Wilper 
GPA J I ilt  l  i r  Ronald J. ilper 
5/1/2012 DCHH DCJOHNSI ri  r s lt f r t ci  sc l   l  J. il r 
05/01/2012 10:00 A : District Court Hearing Hele 
 rt r: ll 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
stimated: 50 
FI T DCJ HNSI inding of uilty (118-8006 riving-Under the onald J. ilper 
Influence (Aggravated)) 
SB  I i i   t  rt (1 -130  Ronald J. Wilper 
ccident-Leaving the cene or Failing to top for 
a age ccident) 
DSBC I Dismissed by the Court (118-8001 (5) {M}{3} onald J. ilper 
Driving ithout Privileges-(Third or Subsequent 
f nse)) 
STAT I  : closed pending clerk action onald J. ilper 
HRSC J I ri  led (Revi  8/28/2012 9:00 Ronald J. ilper 
) i  i  
OSDL J I Order Suspending Drivers License Driver License Ronald J. ilper 
 r  
JAIL I entenced to J il r etention (118-8006 Ronald J. ilper 
Driving-Under the Influence (Aggravated)) 
Confine ent ter s: Credited ti e: 365 days. 
Penitentiary determinate: 3 years. Penitentiary 
i t r i t :  r . 
5/2/2012 JD T BBOSM J g nt of onviction Ronald J. ilper 
8/17/2012   J I rder t  r nsport Ronald J. ilper 
8/28/2012  J I earing r lt for evie  cheduled on Ronald J. Wilper 
08/28/201209:00 AM: District Court Hearing Hele 
ourt rt r: ney 
Nu ber of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
esti t : eview estitution-50 
HRSC J I earing cheduled (Hearing cheduled Ronald J. ilper 
10/04/201202:00 P ) Restitution Hearing 
STAT J I STATUS CHA : Reopened onald J. ilper 
OR DR DCJOHNSI Order to Transport Ronald J. ilper 
9/17/2012 OR DR DCJOHNSI Order to Transport Ronald J. Wilper 
CONT DCJOHNSI Continued (Hearing Scheduled 10/12/2012 Ronald J. Wilper 
02:00 P ) Restitution Hearing 
Date122013 Fourth Judicial District Court Ada County User TCWEGEKE
Time 0223PM ROA Report
Page 5 of 5 Case CRFE2011 0005970 Current Judge Ronald J Wilper
Defendant Torrez Jacob M
State of Idaho vs Jacob M Torrez
Date Code User Judge
1022012 DCHH DCJOHNSI Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled scheduled Ronald J Wilper
on 1022012020 PM District Court Hearing
Held
Court Reporter tiffany fisher
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated Restitution Hearing 50
STAT DCJOHNSI STATUS CHANGED closed pending clerk action Ronald J Wilper
1052012 ORDR DCJOHNSI Order for Restitution and Judgment Ronald J Wilper
1023012 RESR PRHOWEJR Restitution Recommended by the Prosecutor Ronald J Wilper
office 247306victim 1
RESR PRHOWEJR Restitution Recommended by the Prosecutor Ronald J Wilper
office 4900 victim 2
RESR PRHOWEJR Restitution Recommended by the Prosecutor Ronald J Wilper
office 795185 victim 4
RESR PRHOWEJR Restitution Recommended by the Prosecutor Ronald J Wilper
office 5600victim 5
RESR PRHOWEJR Restitution Recommended by the Prosecutor Ronald J Wilper
office 2000 victim 6
RESR PRHOWEJR Restitution Recommended by the Prosecutor Ronald J Wilper
office 1000 victim 7
1120 2 APSC TCCHRIKE Appealed To The Supreme Court Ronald J Wilper
NOTA TCCHRIKE NOTICE OF APPEAL Ronald J Wilper
MOTN TCCHRIKE Motion for Appointment of State Appellate Public Ronald J Wilper
Defender
11280 2 ORDR DCJOHNSI Order Appointing SAPD Ronald J Wilper
22013 NOTC TCWEGEKE Notice of Transcript Lodged Supreme Court No Ronald J Wilper
405062012
000006
Date: 1/22/2013 
Time: 02:23 P  
Page 5 of 5 
Fourth J dicial istrict Court - Ada County 
R Report 
Case: CR- -20 -0005970 Current Judge: onald J. il r 
efendant: Tor ez, Jac  M 
User: TC EGEKE 
tate of Idaho vs. Jacob  Torrez 
Date Code User Judge 
10/12/2012 DCHH DCJOHNSI ri  r s lt f r e ri  c l  sc l  Ronald J. ilper 
on 10/12/201202:00 P : District Court Hearing 
l  
rt eporter: tiff  fi r 
u ber of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
ti ated: tit ti  i -  
STAT J I STATUS CHANGED: closed pending clerk action Ronald J. Wilper 
10/15/2012 ORDR I rder for estitution and Judg ent Ronald J. Wilper 
10/23/2012 RESR J  Restitution Reco ended by the Prosecutor's Ronald J. Wilper 
ffice. 473.06 i i  #  
RESR J  tit ti    t  rosecutor's Ronald J. Wilper 
i e. 90. 0 i i  #  
ES  P EJ  tit ti    t  rosecutor's Ronald J. ilper 
ffi e. 9518.55 i ti  #  
  tit ti    t  rosecutor's onald J. ilper 
ffice. 6. 0 i ti  #  
RESR J  tit ti    t  rosecutor's Ronald J. Wilper 
i . 0 . 0  #  
RESR J  tit ti   y t  r secutor's Ronald J. ilper 
i . 0 . 0  #  
11/21/2012 APS  I  l    r  rt Ronald J. Wilper 
T  I    L onald J. ilper 
OTN I  otion for Appoint ent of State Appellate Public Ronald J. ilper 
f r 
11/28/2012 ORDR I r r i ting O Ronald J. ilper 
1/22/2013   Notice of Transcript Lodged - Supreme Court No. Ronald J. Wilper 
-2012 
wDR 10 058835
GREG H BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
WhitneyA Faulkner
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200 W Front Street Room 3191
Boise Idaho 83702
Telephone 208 2877700
FILED
AM MA
APR 18 2011
CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By STORMY McCORMACK
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff Case No CRFE2011 00030
VS
COMPLAINT
JACOB M TORREZ
TorrezsDOB
Defendant
Torrez SS
PERSONALLY APPEARED Before me this eday of April 2011 Whitney A
Faulkner Deputy Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of Ada State of Idaho who
being first duly sworn complains and says that JACOB M TORREZ on or about the 16th
day of August 2010 in the County of Ada State of Idaho did commit the crimes of I
AGGRAVATED DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL FELONY IC
188006 and II DRIVING WITHOUT PRIVILEGES THIRD OFFENSE
MISDEMEANOR IC 1880015as follows
COMPLAINT TORREZ Page 1
000007
DR # 10-058835 
REG . ER 
da ounty Prosecuting ttorney 
hitney . Faulkner 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 . Front Street, Room 3191 
oise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
NO. ___ ~~~-=-_ 
A.M. ____ FILI~.M t1'''' 0 
AP   8 2011 
CHRIST P E  . RI , l r  
y T Y c ACK 
DEPUTY 
 E IS IC         
   I , I        
 E  I , 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
J  . T EZ, 
f dant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
----------------------------) 
 o. -F - -0oo5~ to 
L  
or ez's nOB: 
orrez's N
SONAL      ~ay f ril 11, it  . 
Faulkner, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of Ada, State of Idaho, who, 
being first duly sworn, complains and says: that JACOB M. TORREZ, on or about the 16th 
day of August, 2010, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did commit the crimes of: I. 
 I    I   HOL, ELONY, I.e. 
§18-8006 a  II. I  I  RI  (T  FFENSE), 
IS E E R, I.C. §18-8001(5) as follows: 
CO PLAINT (TORREZ), Page 1 
COUNTI
That the Defendant JACOB M TORREZ on or about the 16th day of August
2010 in the County ofAda State of Idaho did drive a motor vehicle towit a white 1992
Ford Ranger pickup truck on or at King road while under the influence of alcohol or in
the alternative did drive the above described motor vehicle at the above described location
with an alcohol concentration of 08 or more towit 20 as shown by an analysis of his
blood and did thereby cause great bodily harm to a person other than himself towit a
broken leg andorother injuries to the person ofAndrew Capcha
COUNT II
That the Defendant JACOB M TORREZ on or about the 16th day of August
2010 in the County of Ada State of Idaho did drive a motor vehicle towit a white Ford
Ranger pickup truck upon a highway towit King Road knowing his operator license
or permit was suspended in Idaho and while having pled guilty to or having been found
guilty of at least two violations ofIC 188001 within the previous five years
All ofwhich is contrary to the form force and effect of the statute in such case and
against the peace and dignity ofthe State ofIdaho
Said Complainant therefore prays that a Warrant issue for the arrest of the Defendant
and that JACOB M TORREZ may be dealt with according to law
GREG H BOWER
Ada County Prosecutor
G J A
Whitney A Faulkner
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
SUBSCRIBED AND Sworn to before me thisAay of April 2011
COMPLAINT TORREZ Page 2
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hat the efe a t, J  . , on r a t the t  da  f u st, 
2 , in t e ty f da, tate f Ida , id rive a t r e icle, t -wit: a ite  
Ford anger pick-up truck, on or at ing road, hile under the influence of alcohol, or, in 
the lt ti , id rive the e- ibed tor i le t t e e- i e  l ti , 
ith  l l c ce tration  .08 r , t -wit: .20 s s n   s s  is 
blood, and did thereby cause great bodily har  to a person, other than hi self, to-wit: a 
broken leg and/or other injuries to the person f ndre  apcha. 
  
hat t e f t, J  . ,  r t t  t   f st, 
2010, in the County of da, State of Idaho, did drive a otor vehicle, to-wit: a hite Ford 
anger pick-up truck, upon a high ay, to-wit: ing oad, kno ing his operator's license 
or permit was suspended in Idaho, and while having pled guilty to or having been found 
guilty of at least t o violations ofl.C. § -800  it i  t  r i s fi  rs. 
ll of hich is contrary to the for , force and effect of the statute in such case and 
against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
Said Co plainant therefore prays that a arrant issue for the arrest of the efendant 
and that J C B . T RREZ, ay be dealt ith according to la . 
 .  
a t  r sec t r 
it e  . a l er 
eputy Prosecuting ttorney 
   t  f    I fJ day f ril 11. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
STATE OF IDAHO ADA COUNTY MAGISTRATE DIVISION
PROBABLE CAUSE FORM
STATE OF IDAHO
PROSECUTOR
COMPLAINING WITNESS
JUDGE
1
BERECZ MacGREGORIRBY
BIETER MANWEILER
CAWTHON MCDANIEL
COMSTOCK MINDER
DAY OTHS
GARDUNIA REARDON
HARRIGFELD STECKEL
HAWLEY SWAIN
HICKS
1
L i V lOW
WATKINS
COMMENTS
CASE NO
CLERK
DATE TIME 1 4O
TOXIMETER
CASE ID H ICIC5OlAffill BEGLt
END
STATUS
WI I Ile99 SWORN
PC FOUND X3
COMPLAINTSIGN
AMENDED COMPLAINT SIGNED
NO PC FOUND
EXONERATE BOND
SUMMONS TO BE ISSUED
WARRANT ISSUED
BOND SET
NO CONTACT
DR
DISMISS CASE
IN CUSTODY
PROBABLE CAUSE FORM REV 720081
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DR 10058835
OFFICER HALE
AGENCY Ada County Sheriffs Office
GREG H BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
Whitney A Faulkner
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200 W Front Street Room 3191
Boise Idaho 83702
Phone 2877700
Fax 287 7709
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff
vs
JACOB M TORREZ
Defendant
O rCase No CRFE2011000 ct
ARREST WARRANT
Sex Male Race White Height 6 Weight 175 lbs
HairEyes BrownBrown
NO
FILED
AM A
CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By STORMY MCCORMACK
AclaGunfy Sheriff
VYARRANTS
APR 19 2011
Gary Raney Sheriff
BOISE IDAHO
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
FAXED TO
APR 2 6 2011
TIME0V ADA
TO ANY SHERIFF CONSTABLE MARSHAL OR POLICEMAN IN THE
STATE OF IDAHO
ARREST WARRANT TORREZ Page 1
AHNESTED
ADA COUNTY SHERIFF
000010
:, 
". 
DR # 1 -05 835 
OF I : LE 
AGE C : da County Sheriff's Office 
E  . O ER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
hitney A. Faulkner 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 . ront tr t, oom 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
: 287- 700 
: 87- 709 
) ) 76>4 ) 
NO.-?J,A7\:-mn--__ _ 
.M._£',pO Fllg.~ ___ _ 
JUN 0  20 1 
CHRISTOPHER . RIC , l r  
By STORMY Mc ACK 
R E c. --., E D EPUTY 
Ad& County heri f 
v:· RANTS 
 f ~ 2011 
ary R , Sheri f 
OISE, I  
  IS      I I    
   I , I        
  I , 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
J  . EZ, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
7'\~ \ f ndant. , n ) U~~~~==~J r} ~~~N\~l~~c ~~~ -) 
 . -F -2 -0  5ct'10 
  
 :_~~:...;....;....:....-__ 
   20  
BY. DV((a.v-l 
TIME:...Qi () A A--l!oL-=-_ _ 
ex: l  ace: hite eight: 6' eight: 175 lbs. 
HairlEyes: BrownIBrown 
  SHERIFF, NSTABLE, HA   POLI E  I  T  
ST  OF I HO: 
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RR  
~  T  SHERIFf--
A COMPLAINT UPON OATH having been this day laid before me by Whitney
A Faulkner Deputy Prosecuting Attorney stating that the crimes of I AGGRAVATED
DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL FELONY IC188006 and II
DRIVING WITHOUT PRIVILEGES THIRD OFFENSE MISDEMEANORIC 18
80015have been committed and accusing JACOB M TORREZ thereof
YOU ARE THEREFORE COMMANDED to immediately arrest the Defendant
named above at any time during the day or night and to bring himer before me at my
office in the County ofAda or in case ofmy absence or inability to act before the nearest
or most accessible Magistrate in Ada County
DATED This Lday of 2011
T
istrate for the District Court
tthe Fourth Judicial District
Magistrate Division
Bond y
RETURN OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I served the foregoing Warrant by arresting the
Defendant and bringing into Court thisC of 2011
J
k ati 1 Ti
eputy She f State Policeman
City o iceman
ARREST WARRANT TORREZ Page 2
r
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 INT P  TH in  been t is day laid before e  hitne  
A. Faulkner, eputy Prosecuting ttorney, stating that the crimes of: I. R TE  
I ING NDER E I FLUENCE  , , .C. § 18- 006  I . 
I ING IT  I ILEGES (THIR  SE), IS , I.C. § -
8001 (5) have been co itted, and accusing J  .  thereof; 
  E   t  i e iat  rest the e  
na ed above at any ti e during the day or night, and to bring himlher before e at y 
office i  the ounty f da, or in case f y absence or inability to act, before the nearest 
or ost accessible agistrate in Ada County. 
 is mda  Of~, . 
 $ 'IS; (X)() I ~ 
M    s   
the  i  i t, 
strat  is  
   
          ti   
Defendant and bringing ,    (J. day  :J~, 1. 
\1'N..OB 1'oU{'L 
  ( RREZ),   
COMMITMENT FOR EXAMINATION AFTER APPEARANCE
THE WITHIN NAMED Defendant having been brought before me under this
Warrant is committed for examination to the Sheriff of Ada County State of Idaho and is
admitted to bail in the sumof surety cash or by undertaking of
two sufficient sureties and is committed to the custody of the Sheriff of Ada County until
such bail is given This Cause is continued for further appearance until day of
2011
Magistrate for the District Court
of the Fourth Judicial District
Magistrate Division
ORDER OF RELEASE
TO THE SHERIFF OF ADA COUNTY IDAHO
YOU ARE HEREBY ORDERED to release the Defendant from your custody
DATED
Magistrate for the District Court
of the Fourth Judicial District
Magistrate Division
NCIC ENTRY Additional Levels Inclusive
North West Shuttle ID WA OR
Western States ID WAOR MT CA WY SDND UT CO
AZ NV
Nationwide
A
DATED
ARREST WARRANT TORREZ Page 3
r
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ITMENT F R INATION FTER PP NCE 
THE IT IN N ED Defendant, having been brought before e under this 
arrant, is co itted for exa ination to the Sheriff of Ada County, State of Idaho, and is 
a itted to bail in the s  of $ ________ , s r t , as  r  rt in  f 
t o s fficient s reties, a d is co itted to the c st  f the eriff f da ounty til 
such bail is given. This Cause is continued for further appearance until ____   
______ " . 
a istrate for t  istrict rt 
  t   i t, 
a istrate ivision 
  S  
  FF   TY, I : 
       e    tody. 
DATED: ____ _ 
I ENTRY: 
a istrate f r t e istrict rt 
   i  i trict, 
i t t  i i i  
(Additional Levels Inclusive) 
D orth est Shuttle (I , A, R) 
D estern States (I , A, R, T, CA, Y, SD, , T, C , 
, V) 
D ti  
BY: 
----
ED: __ _ 
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ADA COUNTY MAGISTRATE MINUTES
Jacob M Torrez CRFE2011 0005970 DOB
Scheduled Event Video Arraignment Tuesday June 07 2011013 PM
Judge Daniel L Steckel Clerk Interpreter
Prosecuting Agency BC EA GC MC Pros 423SchiNsJRom
D Attwy
1 1188006 DrivingUnder the Influence Aggravated F
211880015M3 Driving Without PrivilegesTwo or More Offenses M
Case Called Defendant 1 Present Not Present In Custody
4 Advised of Rights Waived Righ PD Appointed Waived Attorney
Guilty Plea PV Admit NG Plea Advise Subsequent Penalty
Bond
r e ROR Pay Stay Payment Agreement49In Chambers umo Written Guilty Plea No Contact Order
Finish Release Defendant
CRFE20110005970
000013
DA UNTY ISTRATE INUTES 
Jacob  rrez -FE-2011- 05970 :  
Scheduled t: ideo Arraignment , June , 1101 :30  
Judge: Daniel L Steckel l : &, Interpreter: _______ ~_ 
rosecuting gency: _~ _BC  _GC _MC : 5- 5i±ll \ kr/(). OIJJ)~ 
~tm-  f+ ~, (J-
-1 118-8006 riving-Under the Influence (Aggravated) F 
- - 01(5) 3 ri ing it t ri ileges-(Two r r  ff )  
l <..fa ~ c 1  ll  f t: -fQ. r t ot resent 'f!-    
~ vised f i t  aived i9QPD P~ __ i  tt  
__ uilty lea 1  d it ~ IG l  __ i  t lt  
:e  $/(1) /lJlJt), - ROR __  1 t y __  t 
__ I   Jlf~ml\'-T1\O itt  ilty l   t t  
 l   
-F - 11-0  
NO
PILED
AM PM
JUN 0 7 2 11
CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By KEELEY CHENEY
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE
OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA MAGISTRATE DIVISON
State of Idaho
Plaintiff
VS
j cad m jorreZ
The above mentioned Defendant has been ordered as a condition ofbond to the following
Alcohol Monitor
No alcohol
No tampering with the device
Defendant must pay the monitoring fees 12day 35 one time install fee
SCRAM Alcohol Monitoring with House Arrest
Conditions
GPS Monitoring
Conditions
Case No0fE4 n11
PRETRIAL RELEASE
Probation Office SheriffsOffice
Other Conditions
Any violations of this order may result in a bond revocation and return to tydy S
DefendantsSignature Date Magistrate Date
000014
. ___ ----:~:_-..,.,,"'{"--
.M. FIL~~.~ 
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 . I H, l r  
   
 
       I I      
 ,       , S  IS  
t t  f I a  
l intiff, 
. 
 o.: CR-fe-H -'Sf( 0 
-TR   
ORDER 
he above entioned efendant has been ordered as a condition of bond to the follo ing: 
--(AD ~ ~Alcoh l it r 
o  l l 
o o ta pering ith the device 
o efendant ust pay the onitoring fees ($ 12/day + $35 one ti e install fee) 
o  lco l it ri  it  s  rr st 
iti s: 
-------------------------------------------------
o PS onitoring o ti  i  o herif  s i  
iti s: 
-------------------------------------------------
o  i : 
----------------------------------------------
 i lati s f t is r er a  res lt i  a  re cati  a  e~y 
Defendant's Signature ate -t'~7J-ag-ist-rat=e '--1:----------"-----------''-<---4-
FILED
IN THE DISTI COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL D UCT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FORTHE COUNTY OF ADA JUN 0 8 2011
MAGISTRATE DIVISION
STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff
vs
Jacob M Torrez
d
Nampa ID 83686
Defendant
TO Ada County Public Defender
CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By AMY LANG
DEPUTY
Case No CRFE2011 0005970
NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF PUBLIC DEFENDER
AND SETTING CASE FOR HEARING
Ada Boise Eagle Garden City Meridian
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that you are appointed to represent the defendant in this cause or in the District
Court until relieved by court order The case is continued for
Preliminary
Judge
BOND AMOUNT
TO The above named defendant
Tuesday June 21 2011 0830 AM
Kevin Swain
The Defendant is In Custody Released on Bail ROR
IT HAS BEEN ORDERED BY THIS COURT that the defendant is to contact the Ada County Public Defenders
Office at 200 W Front Street Room 1107 Boise Idaho 83702 Telephone 208 2877400 If the defendant is unable to
post bond and obtain hisher release from jail that the proper authorities allow the defendant to make a phone call to the
Ada County Public Defender
IT HAS BEEN FURTHER ORDERED That the parties prior to the pretrial conference complete and comply with
Rule 16ICR and THAT THE DEFENDANT BE PERSONALLY PRESENT AT BOTH THE PRETRIAL CONFERENCE
AND OR THE JURY TRIAL FAILURE TO APPEAR AT EITHER THE PRETRIAL CONFERENCE OR THE JURY
TRIAL WILL RESULT IN A BENCH WARRANT FOR THE DEFENDANTSARREST
Dated 672011
Deputy Clerk
I hereby certify that copies of this Notice were se as follows on thi a TO sda a 07 2011
Defendant Mailed Hand Delivered Signature
Phone
Clerk date
Prosecutor Interdepartmental Mail y
Public Defender Interdepartmental Mail x
Deputy Clerk
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IT HAS BEEN ORDERED BY THIS COURT that the defendant is to contact the Ada County Public Defender's 
ffic  t  . r t tr t,  , ise, I  . l hone: (2 ) -74 . If t  f t is l  t  
post bond and obtain hislher release fro  jail, that the proper authorities allo  the defendant to ake a phone call to the 
  li  . 
IT HAS BEEN FURTHER RDERED: That the parties, prior to the pre-trial conference, co plete and co ply with 
l  I.C.R.           -TRI   
 1    I :       -TRIA  E    
I          ENDANT'S . 
ated: /7/20 1 
ty l rk 
 r  rtify t i    i    
. f t: il  __  li r  
l rk 1 t  
t r: I t r rt tal il _Y_ 
lic f : t l  _¥_ epu~ 
ADA COUNTYPUBLII EFENDER
Attorneys for Defendant
200West Front Street Suite 1107
Boise Idaho 83702
Telephone 208 2877400
Facsimile 208 2877409
PILED
AX PM
JUN 0 9 2011
CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By LANI BROXSON
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff
VS
JACOB M TORREZ
Defendant
Case NoCRFE2011 0005970
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION
COMES NOW JACOB M TORREZ the abovenamed defendant by and through
counsel RICHARD D TOOTHMAN Ada County Public Defenders office and moves this
Court for its ORDER reducing bond in the above entitled matter upon the grounds that the bond
is so unreasonably high that the defendant who is an indigent person without funds cannot post
such a bond and for the reason that the defendant has thereby been effectively denied their right
to bail
DATED Thursday June 09 2011
hb
RICHARD D TOOTHMAN
Attorney forDefendant
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on Thursday June 09 2011 I mailed a true and correct
copy of the within instrument to
KARI L HIGBEE
Counsel for the State of Idaho
by placing said same in the Interdepartmental Mail
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION 000016
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ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
Attorneys for Defendant
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CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By LANI BROXSON
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff
VS
JACOB M TORREZ
Defendant
Case No CRFE2011 0005970
NOTICE OFHEARING
TO THE STATE OF IDAHO Plaintiff and to KARI L HIGBEE
YOU AND EACH OF YOU are hereby notified that the defendant will call for a
hearing on MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION now on file in the above entitled matter on
Tuesday June 21 2011 at the hour of 0830 AM in the courtroom of the above entitled court
or as soon thereafter as counsel may be heard
DATED Thursday June 09 2011
At4
RICHARD D TOOTHMAN
Attorney for Defendant
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on Thursday June 09 2011 I mailed a true and correct
copy of the within instrument to
KARI L HIGBEE
Counsel for the State of Idaho
by placing said same in the Interdepartmental Mail
NOTICE OFHEARING 000017
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ADA COUNTY PUBLICjEFENDER
Attorneys for Defendant
200 West Front Street Suite 1107
Boise Idaho 83702
Telephone 208 2877400
Facsimile 208 2877409
JUN 0 9 2011
CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By LANI BROXSON
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff
VS
JACOB M TORREZ
Defendant
Case No CRFE2011 0005970
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY
TO THE STATE OF IDAHO Plaintiff and to ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersigned pursuant to ICR 16 requests discovery
and photocopies of the following information evidence and materials
1 All unredacted material or information within the prosecutor possession or
control or which thereafter comes into his possession or control which tends to
negate the guilt of the accused or tends to reduce the punishment thereof ICR
16a
2 Any unredacted relevant written or recorded statements made by the defendant
or copies thereof within the possession custody or control of the state the
existence of which is known or is available to the prosecuting attorney by the
exercise of due diligence and also the substance of any relevant oral statement
made by the defendant whether before or after arrest to a peace officer
prosecuting attorney or the prosecuting attorneysagent and the recorded
testimony of the defendant before a grand jury which relates to the offense
charged
3 Any unredacted written or recorded statements of a codefendant and the
substance of any relevant oral statement made by a codefendant whether before
or after arrest in response to interrogation by any person known by the co
defendant to be a peace office or agent of the prosecuting attorney
4 Any prior criminal record ofthe defendant and codefendant ifany
5 All unredacted documents and tangible objects as defined by ICR 16b4in the
possession or control of the prosecutor which are material to the defense
intended for use by the prosecutor or obtained from or belonging to the defendant
or codefendant
REQUEST FORDISCOVERY Page 1 000018
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charged. 
3) ny unredacted, ritten or recorded state ents of a co-defendant; and the 
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6 All reports of physical or mental examinations ana of scientific tests or
experiments within the possession control or knowledge of the prosecutor the
existence of which is known or is available to the prosecutor by the exercise of
due diligence
7 A written list of the names addresses records of prior felony convictions and
written or recorded statements of all persons having knowledge of facts of the
case known to the prosecutor and his agents or any official involved in the
investigatory process of the case
8 A written summary or report of any testimony that the state intends to introduce
pursuant to rules 702 703 or 705 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence at trial or
hearing including the witness opinions the facts and data for those opinions and
the witness qualifications
9 All reports or memoranda made by police officers or investigators in connection
with the investigation or prosecution of the case including what are commonly
referred to as ticket notes
10 Any writing or object that may be used to refresh the memory of all persons who
may be called as witnesses pursuant to IRE 612
11 Any and all audio andor video recordings made by law enforcement officials
during the course of their investigation
12 Any evidence documents or witnesses that the state discovers or could discover
with due diligence after complying with this request
The undersigned further requests written compliance within 14 days of service of the
within instrument
DATED Thursday June 09 2011
RICHARD D TOOTHMAN
Attorney for Defendant
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on Thursday June 09 2011 I mailed a true and correct
copy of the within instrument to
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR
Counsel for the State of Idaho
by placing said same in the Interdepartmental Mail
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Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
Kari L Higbee
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200 West Front Street Room 3191
Boise Idaho 83702
Phone 2877700
Fax 2877709
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff
VS
JACOB M TORREZ
Defendant
Case No CRFE20110005970
ORDER FOR DELIVERY OF
MEDICAL RECORDS TO THE
ADA COUNTYPROSECUTING
ATTORNEYSOFFICE
PURSUANT TO THE HEALTH
INSURANCE PORTABILITY
AND ACCOUNTABILITY ACT
AND IDAHO CODE 193004
ICR 17
This Court upon information from the Ada County Prosecuting AttorneysOffice that
certain medical records described herein are necessary for preparation and presentation of the
Prosecution case in the above captioned matter and the Court concluding that the medical
records do appear to be relevant and necessary to the proper adjudication of this matter hereby
orders that employees or representatives of Ada County Paramedics produce all personal health
information including but not limited to medical records documents photographs documents
ORDER FOR DELIVERY OF MEDICAL RECORDS TO THE ADA COUNTY
PROSECUTING ATTORNEYSOFFICE PURSUANT TO THE HEALTH INSURANCE
PORTABILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY ACT AND IDAHO CODE 193004 ICR 17
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This Court, upon infor ation fro  the da County Prosecuting ttorney's ffice that 
certain edical records described herein are necessary for preparation and presentation f the 
Prosecution's case in the above-captioned atter, and the ourt concluding that the edical 
records do appear to be relevant and necessary to the proper adjudication of this matter, hereby 
orders that employees or representatives of Ada County Paramedics produce all personal health 
information, including but not limited to medical records, documents, photographs documents 
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and billing statements in their custody pertaining to Andrew Capcha DOB DOI
8162010 to the Ada County Prosecuting AttorneysOffice in response to a subpoena issued by
the Prosecution in this case The records may be generally provided in the manner set out in
Idaho Code 9420 except that the said records are to be made available for pickup by an agent
of the Ada County Prosecuting AttorneysOffice or law enforcement within three business days
of the service of the subpoena rather than be delivered to the Court
This Order is also intended to require that personal health information other than just the
described written medical records such as information known to employees or representatives of
Ada County Paramedics also be provided to the prosecution or criminal defense by interview
when asked for and that those employees or representatives of Ada County Paramedics testify if
required
Any questions regarding said records should be directed to the Ada County Prosecuting
AttorneysOffice 208 2877700
IT IS SO ORDERED this y day of 20 1
ORDER FORDELIVERY OF MEDICAL RECORDS TO THE ADA COUNTY
PROSECUTING ATTORNEYSOFFICE PURSUANT TO THE HEALTH INSURANCE
PORTABILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY ACT AND IDAHO CODE 193004 ICR 17
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GREG H BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
Kari L Higbee
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200 West Front Street Room 3191
Boise Idaho 83702
Phone 287 7700
Fax 2877709
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff
vs
JACOB M TORREZ
Defendant
Case No CRFE20110005970
ORDER FOR DELIVERY OF
MEDICAL RECORDS TO THE
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTING
ATTORNEYSOFFICE
PURSUANT TOTHE HEALTH
INSURANCE PORTABILITY
AND ACCOUNTABILITY ACT
AND IDAHO CODE 193004
ICR 17
This Court upon information from the Ada County Prosecuting Attorneys Office that
certain medical records described herein are necessary for preparation and presentation of the
Prosecution case in the above captioned matter and the Court concluding that the medical
records do appear to be relevant and necessary to the proper adjudication of this matter hereby
orders that employees or representatives of Ada County Paramedics produce all personal health
information including but not limited to medical records documents photographs documents
ORDER FOR DELIVERY OF MEDICAL RECORDS TO THE ADA COUNTY
PROSECUTING ATTORNEYSOFFICE PURSUANT TO THE HEALTH INSURANCE
PORTABILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY ACT AND IDAHO CODE 193004 ICR 17
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records do appear to be relevant and necessary to the proper adjudication of this matter, hereby 
orders that e ployees or representatives of da County Para edics produce all personal health 
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and billing statements in their custody pertaining to Jacob M Torrez DOB DOI
8162010 to the Ada County Prosecuting AttorneysOffice in response to a subpoena issued by
the Prosecution in this case The records may be generally provided in the manner set out in
Idaho Code 9420 except that the said records are to be made available for pickup by an agent
of the Ada County Prosecuting AttorneysOffice or law enforcement within three business days
ofthe service of the subpoena rather than be delivered to the Court
This Order is also intended to require that personal health information other than just the
described written medical records such as information known to employees or representatives of
Ada County Paramedics also be provided to the prosecution or criminal defense by interview
when asked for and that those employees or representatives of Ada County Paramedics testify if
required
Any questions regarding said records should be directed to the Ada County Prosecuting
AttorneysOffice 208 2877700
IT IS SO ORDERED this 16 day of 20t
ORDER FOR DELIVERY OFMEDICAL RECORDS TO THE ADA COUNTY
PROSECUTING ATTORNEYSOFFICE PURSUANT TO THE HEALTH INSURANCE
PORTABILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY ACT AND IDAHO CODE 193004 ICR 17
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Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
Kari L Higbee
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200West Front Street Room 3191
Boise Idaho 83702
Phone 2877700
Fax 2877709
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff
VS
JACOB M TORREZ
Defendant
Case No CRFE2011 0005970
ORDER FOR DELIVERY OF
MEDICAL RECORDS TO THE
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTING
ATTORNEYSOFFICE
PURSUANT TO THE HEALTH
INSURANCE PORTABILITY
AND ACCOUNTABILITY ACT
AND IDAHO CODE 193004
ICR 17
This Court upon information from the Ada County Prosecuting AttorneysOffice that
certain medical records described herein are necessary for preparation and presentation of the
Prosecution case in the above captioned matter and the Court concluding that the medical
records do appear to be relevant and necessary to the proper adjudication of this matter hereby
orders that employees or representatives of St Alphonsus produce all personal health
information including but not limited to medical records documents photographs documents
ORDER FORDELIVERY OF MEDICAL RECORDS TO THE ADA COUNTY
PROSECUTING ATTORNEYSOFFICE PURSUANT TO THE HEALTH INSURANCE
PORTABILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY ACT AND IDAHO CODE 193004 ICR 17
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and billing statements in their custody pertaining to Jacob M Torrez DOB DOI
8162010 to the Ada County Prosecuting AttorneysOffice in response to a subpoena issued by
the Prosecution in this case The records may be generally provided in the manner set out in
Idaho Code 9420 except that the said records are to be made available for pickup by an agent
of the Ada County Prosecuting AttorneysOffice or law enforcement within three business days
ofthe service of the subpoena rather than be delivered to the Court
This Order is also intended to require that personal health information other than just the
described written medical records such as information known to employees or representatives of
St Alphonsus also be provided to the prosecution or criminal defense by interview when asked
for and that those employees or representatives of St Alphonsus testify ifrequired
Any questions regarding said records should be directed to the Ada County Prosecuting
AttorneysOffice 208 2877700
IT IS SO ORDERED this 4 y day of 20
ORDER FOR DELIVERY OFMEDICAL RECORDS TO THE ADA COUNTY
PROSECUTING ATTORNEYSOFFICE PURSUANT TO THE HEALTH INSURANCE
PORTABILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY ACT AND IDAHO CODE 193004 ICR 17
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Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
Kari L Higbee
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200 West Front Street Room 3191
Boise Idaho 83702
Phone 2877700
Fax 2877709
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff
VS
JACOB M TORREZ
Defendant
Case No CRFE2011 0005970
ORDER FORDELIVERY OF
MEDICAL RECORDS TO THE
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTING
ATTORNEYSOFFICE
PURSUANT TO THE HEALTH
INSURANCE PORTABILITY
AND ACCOUNTABILITY ACT
AND IDAHO CODE 193004
ICR 17
This Court upon information from the Ada County Prosecuting AttorneysOffice that
certain medical records described herein are necessary for preparation and presentation of the
Prosecution case in the above captioned matter and the Court concluding that the medical
records do appear to be relevant and necessary to the proper adjudication of this matter hereby
orders that employees or representatives of Kuna Paramedics produce all personal health
information including but not limited to medical records documents photographs documents
ORDER FOR DELIVERY OFMEDICAL RECORDS TO THE ADA COUNTY
PROSECUTING ATTORNEYSOFFICE PURSUANT TO THE HEALTH INSURANCE
PORTABILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY ACT AND IDAHO CODE 193004 ICR 17
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and billing statements in their custody pertaining to Andrew Capcha DOB DOI
8162010 to the Ada County Prosecuting AttorneysOffice in response to a subpoena issued by
the Prosecution in this case The records may be generally provided in the manner set out in
Idaho Code 9420 except that the said records are to be made available for pickup by an agent
of the Ada County Prosecuting AttorneysOffice or law enforcement within three business days
of the service of the subpoena rather than be delivered to the Court
This Order is also intended to require that personal health information other than just the
described written medical records such as information known to employees or representatives of
Kuna Paramedics also be provided to the prosecution or criminal defense by interview when
asked for and that those employees or representatives ofKuna Paramedics testify if required
Any questions regarding said records should be directed to the Ada County Prosecuting
AttorneysOffice 208 2877700
IT IS SO ORDERED this day of 20
Magistrate Judge
ORDER FOR DELIVERY OF MEDICAL RECORDS TO THE ADA COUNTY
PROSECUTING ATTORNEYSOFFICE PURSUANT TO THE HEALTH INSURANCE
PORTABILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY ACT AND IDAHO CODE 193004 ICR 17
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pFPUTY
GREGH BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
Kari L Higbee
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200West Front Street Room 3191
Boise Idaho 83702
Phone 2877700
Fax 2877709
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICTOF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff
VS
JACOB M TORREZ
Defendant
Case No CRFE2011 0005970
ORDER FOR DELIVERY OF
MEDICALRECORDS TO THE
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTING
ATTORNEYSOFFICE
PURSUANT TO THE HEALTH
INSURANCE PORTABILITY
AND ACCOUNTABILITY ACT
AND IDAHO CODE 193004
ICR 17
This Court upon information from the Ada County Prosecuting AttorneysOffice that
certain medical records described herein are necessary for preparation and presentation of the
Prosecution case in the above captioned matter and the Court concluding that the medical
records do appear to be relevant and necessary to the proper adjudication of this matter hereby
orders that employees or representatives of Kuna Paramedics produce all personal health
information including but not limited to medical records documents photographs documents
ORDER FOR DELIVERY OF MEDICAL RECORDS TO THE ADA COUNTY
PROSECUTING ATTORNEYSOFFICE PURSUANT TO THE HEALTH INSURANCE
PORTABILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY ACT AND IDAHO CODE 193004 ICR 17
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and billing statements in their custody pertaining to Jacob Torrez DOB DOI
8162010 to the Ada County Prosecuting AttorneysOffice in response to a subpoena issued by
the Prosecution in this case The records may be generally provided in the manner set out in
Idaho Code 9420 except that the said records are to be made available for pickup by an agent
of the Ada County Prosecuting AttorneysOffice or law enforcement within three business days
of the service ofthe subpoena rather than be delivered to the Court
This Order is also intended to require that personal health information other than just the
described written medical records such as information known to employees or representatives of
Kuna Paramedics also be provided to the prosecution or criminal defense by interview when
asked for and that those employees or representatives ofKuna Paramedics testify ifrequired
Any questions regarding said records should be directed to the Ada County Prosecuting
AttorneysOffice 208 2877700
IT IS SO ORDERED this day of 201
Magistrate Judge
ORDER FOR DELIVERY OF MEDICAL RECORDS TO THE ADA COUNTY
PROSECUTING ATTORNEYSOFFICE PURSUANT TO THE HEALTH INSURANCE
PORTABILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY ACT AND IDAHO CODE 193004 ICR 17
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GREG H BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff
vs
JACOB M TORREZ AKA ONEAL
Defendant
Case No CRFE2011 0005970
COMMITMENT
DefendantsDOB
Defendant SSN
THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT JACOB M TORREZ AKA ONEAL
having been brought before this Court for a Preliminary Examination on the day of
2011 on a charge that the Defendant on or about the 16th day of August
2010 in t e County of Ada State of Idaho did commit the crimes of I AGGRAVATED
DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL FELONY IC 188006 II
LEAVING THE SCENE OF AN ACCIDENT INVOLVING VEHICLE DAMAGE
COMMITMENT TORREZ Page 1 000034
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havin~ been brought before this ourt for a Preli inary Exa ination on the ~  f 
...... \tN\\A ,2011, on a charge that the efendant on or about the 16th day of ugust 
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LEAVING THE SCENE OF AN ACCIDENT INVOLVING VEHICLE DA AGE, 
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e n
MISDEMEANOR IC 491301 and III DRIVING WITHOUT PRIVILEGES THIRD
OFFENSE MISDEMEANOR IC 1880015as follows
COUNT
That the Defendant JACOB M TORREZ AKA ONEAL on or about the 16th day
ofAugust 2010 in the County of Ada State of Idaho did drive a motor vehicle towit a
white 1992 Ford Ranger pickup truck on or at King road while under the influence of
alcohol or in the alternative did drive the above described motor vehicle at the above
described location with an alcohol concentration of 08 or more towit 20 as shown by an
analysis of his blood and did thereby cause great bodily harm to a person other than
himself towit to include but not limited to broken legs andor extensive lacerations to
arms legs chest back andor fractured ribs andor internal injuries to the person of
Andrew Capcha
COUNT II
That the Defendant JACOB M TORREZ AKA ONEAL on or about the 16th day
of August 2010 in the County of Ada State of Idaho was the driver of a vehicle involved
in an accident resulting only in damage to a vehicle to wit a 2000 Toyota Sienna driven or
attended by Heidi Farris at the intersection of King Road and Eagle Road and failed to
immediately stop the vehicle at the scene of the accident or as close as possible andor
immediately return to the scene of the accident andor remain at the scene of the accient
until he has fulfilled the requirements of the law
COUNT III
That the Defendant JACOB M TORREZ AKA ONEAL on or about the 16th day
of August 2010 in the County of Ada State of Idaho did drive a motor vehicle towit a
white Ford Ranger pickup truck upon a highway towit King Road knowing his
operators license or permit was suspended in Idaho and while having pled guilty to or
having been found guilty of at least two violations ofIC 188001 within the previous five
years
COMMITMENT TORREZ Page 2 000035
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The Defendant having so appeared and having hadaving waived preliminary
examination the Court sitting as a Committing Magistrate finds that the offense charged as
set forth has been committed in Ada County Idaho and that there is sufficient cause to
believe that the Defendant is guilty ofcommitting the offense as charged
WHEREFORE IT IS ORDERED that the Defendant be held to answer to the
District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho in and for the County of
Ada to the charge herein set forth Bail is set in the sum of 0
DATED this L day of I 2011
MAGISTRATE
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GREG H BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
Kari L Higbee
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200 W Front Street Room 3191
Boise Idaho 83702
Telephone 208 2877700
CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By HEIDI MANLEY
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff Case No CRFE2011 0005970
vs
AMENDED COMPLAINT
JACOB M TORREZ AKA ONEAL
TorrezsDOB
Defendant
Torrez SSN
d
PERSONALLY APPEARED Before me this l day of July 2011
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County ofAda State of Idaho who being first
duly sworn complains and says that JACOB M TORREZ AKA ONEAL on or about the
16th day of August 2010 in the County of Ada State of Idaho did commit the crimes of I
AGGRAVATED DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL FELONY IC
188006 II LEAVING THE SCENE OF AN ACCIDENT INVOLVING VEHICLE
DAMAGE MISDEMEANOR IC 491301 and III DRIVING WITHOUT
PRIVILEGES THIRD OFFENSE MISDEMEANOR IC 1880015as follows
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COUNT
That the Defendant JACOB M TORREZ AKA ONEAL on or about the l6th day
ofAugust 2010 in the County ofAda State of Idaho did drive a motor vehicle towit a
white 1992 Ford Ranger pickup truck on or at King road while under the influence of
alcohol or in the alternative did drive the above described motor vehicle at the above
described location with an alcohol concentration of 08 or more towit 20 as shown by an
analysis of his blood and did thereby cause great bodily harm to a person other than
himself towit to include but not limited to broken legsandor extensive lacerations to
arms legs chest back andor fractured ribs andor internal injuries to the person of
Andrew Capcha
COUNT II
That the Defendant JACOB M TORREZ AKA ONEAL on or about the 16th day
ofAugust 2010 in the County of Ada State of Idaho was the driver of a vehicle involved
in an accident resulting only in damage to a vehicle to wit a 2000 Toyota Sienna driven or
attended by Heidi Farris at the intersection of King Road and Eagle Road and failed to
immediately stop the vehicle at the scene of the accident or as close as possible andor
immediately return to the scene of the accident andorremain at the scene of the accient
until he has fulfilled the requirements of the law
COUNT III
That the Defendant JACOB M TORREZ AKA ONEAL on or about the 16th day
ofAugust 2010 in the County ofAda State of Idaho did drive a motor vehicle towit a
white Ford Ranger pickup truck upon a highway towit King Road knowing his
operatorslicense or permit was suspended in Idaho and while having pled guilty to or
having been found guilty of at least two violations ofIC 188001 within the previous five
years
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All of which is contrary to the form force and effect of the statute in such case and
against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho
GREGH BOWER
Ada County Prosecutor
1
Deputy Prosecuting Attorne
SUBSCRIBED ANDSworn to before me thisA day of July 2011
Magistrate
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GREG H BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
200 W Front Street Room 3191
Boise Idaho 83702
Phone 2877700
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DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff Case No CRFE2011 0005970
VS INFORMATION
JACOB M TORREZ AKA ONEAL DefendantsD1
Defendant SSN
Defendant
GREG H BOWER Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of Ada State of
Idaho who in the name and by the authority of the State prosecutes in its behalf comes
now into District Court of the County of Ada and states that JACOB M TORREZ AKA
ONEAL is accused by this Information of the crimes of I AGGRAVATED DRIVING
UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL FELONY IC 18 8006 II LEAVING THE
SCENE OF AN ACCIDENT INVOLVINGVEHICLE DAMAGE MISDEMEANOR IC
491301 and III DRIVING WITHOUT PRIVILEGES THIRD OFFENSE
MISDEMEANOR IC1880015which crimes were committed as follows
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COUNT
That the Defendant JACOB M TORREZ AKA ONEAL on or about the 16th day
of August 2010 in the County of Ada State of Idaho did drive a motor vehicle towit a
white 1992 Ford Ranger pickup truck on or at King road while under the influence of
alcohol or in the alternative did drive the above described motor vehicle at the above
described location with an alcohol concentration of 08 or more towit 20 as shown by an
analysis of his blood and did thereby cause great bodily harm to a person other than
himself towit to include but not limited to broken legs andorextensive lacerations to
arms legs chest back andor fractured ribs andor internal injuries to the person of
Andrew Capcha
COUNT II
That the Defendant JACOB M TORREZ AKA ONEAL on or about the 16th day
of August 2010 in the County of Ada State of Idaho was the driver of a vehicle involved
in an accident resulting only in damage to a vehicle to wit a 2000 Toyota Sienna driven or
attended by Heidi Farris at the intersection of King Road and Eagle Road and failed to
immediately stop the vehicle at the scene of the accident or as close as possible andor
immediately return to the scene of the accident andorremain at the scene of the accient
until he has fulfilled the requirements of the law
COUNT III
That the Defendant JACOB M TORREZ AKA ONEAL on or about the 16th day
of August 2010 in the County of Ada State of Idaho did drive a motor vehicle towit a
white Ford Ranger pickup truck upon a highway towit King Road knowing his
operatorslicense or permit was suspended in Idaho and while having pled guilty to or
having been found guilty of at least two violations ofIC 188001 within the previous five
years
INFORMATION TORREZ Page 2 000041
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All of which is contrary to the form force and effect of the statute in such case and
against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho
GREG H OWER
Ada Co ty Prosecuting Attorney
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User: PRCOOKJL 
Tuesday, June 14, 2011 
[?-1~. :" .. ,. - '. - ""_A:~ ......... I" 
.•  .,:'!!"~~ . _-9-Ada County Mugshot - Prosecutor's Office 
Photo Taken: 2011-06-06 13:43:00 
Name: ONEAL, JAKE MICHAEL 
Case #: CR-FE-20 11-0005970 
~.~~ 
LE Number: 117641 DOB: SSN
Weight: 175 Height: 600 
Drivers License Number: Drivers License State: 
Sex: M Race: W Eye Color : BRO Hair Color: BRO Facial Hair: 
Marks: 
Scars: 
Tattoos: 
I,RE\INST ALLS\Crystal Reports\Analyst4\Sheriff\SHF MugshotProsecutor.rpt 
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ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
Attorneys for Defendant
TERI K JONES ISB 6766
Deputy Public Defender
200West Front Street Suite 1107
Boise Idaho 83702
Telephone 208 2877400
Facsimile 208 2877409
NO FLED
A
PM
JUL 14 2011
CHRISTOPHER ETONQ
Cork
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff
VS
JACOB M TORREZ
Defendant
Case No CRFE2011 0005970
MOTION FOR PRELIMINARY
HEARING TRANSCRIPT
COMES NOW Jacob M Torrez the defendant above named by and through counsel
TERI K JONES Ada County Public Defendersoffice and moves this Court pursuant to ICR
51d for an ORDER providing typewritten transcripts of the preliminary hearing proceedings
which were held July 11 2011 as they are essential and necessary for filing pretrial motions
The defendant being indigent also requests that the transcripts be prepared at the cost of Ada
County and as soon as possible
DATED Tuesday July 12 2011
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on Tuesday July 12 2011 I mailed a true and correct copy
of the within instrument to the Ada County Transcript Coordinator by placing said same in the
Interdepartmental Mail
MOTION FORPRELIMINARYHEARING
000044
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DATED, Tuesday, July 12,2011. 
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ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
Attorneys for Defendant
TERI K JONES ISB 6766
Deputy Public Defender
200 West Front Street Suite 1107
Boise Idaho 83702
Telephone 208 2877400
Facsimile 208 2877409
CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff
VS
JACOB M TORREZ
Defendant
Case No CRFE2011 0005970
DEFENDANTSSPECIFIC REQUEST
FOR DISCOVERY
TO THE STATE OF IDAHO Plaintiff and to KARI L HIGBEE Ada County
Prosecutor Office
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that undersigned counsel requests discovery and copies of
the following information evidence andormaterials pursuant to ICR 16 within fourteen days of
service
1 A copy of Deputy Olsensreport DR 58835
2 A copy of the audio recordings created by Officer Hale
3 A copy ofthe Kuna police report referenced in DR 58836
4 Any and all witness contact information
DATED this 14 day of July 2011
TERI K JONES
Attorney for Def
DEFENDANTSSPECIFIC REQUEST FORDISCOVERY i000045
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this day of July 2011 I mailed served a true and
correct copy of the within instrument to
KARI LHIGBEE
Ada County Prosecutor Office
Interdepartmental Mail
DEFENDANTSSPECIFIC REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 000046
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Session Wilper072611
Session Wilper072611
Session Date 201176
Judge Wilper Ronald J
Reporter Madsen Kim
Clerks
Johnson Inga
State Attorneys
Duggan Barbara
Gunn George
Harmer Ben
Reilly Heather
Starr Christine
Vogt James
Public Defenders
Comstock Danica
Jones Teri
Simonaitis David
Prob Officers
Court interpreter
Case ID 0006
Division DC Courtroom CR507
Session Time 0824
Case Number CRFE11 05970
Plaintiff
Plaintiff Attorney
Defendant Torrez Jacob
CoDefendants
Pers Attorney
State Attorney Harmer Ben
Public Defender Jones Teri
2011076
091830 Operator
Recording
091830 New case
Torrez Jacob
091847 General
def prsent in custody for new arr
rved
0913 Defendant Torrez Jacob
true name Torrez
0912 Public Defender Jones Teri
waives reading info
09132 Judge Wilper Ronald J
Adv charges penalties
092113 Public Defender Jones Teri
cont
092116 Judge Wilper Ronald J
adv group rites info se
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ADA COUNTYPUBLIC DEFENDER
Attorneys for Defendant
TERI KJONES ISB 96766
Deputy Public Defender
200 West Front Street Suite 1107
Boise Idaho 83702
Telephone 208 2877400
Facsimile 208 2877409
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CHRISTOP CHClerk
ByI JOHNSON
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff
VS
JACOB M TORREZ
Defendant
Case No CRFE2011 0005970
ORDER FOR PRELIMINARY
HEARING TRANSCRIPT
For good cause appearing this Court hereby grants the defendantsMotion for
Preliminary Hearing Transcript Pursuant to ICR 51d a typewritten transcript of the
preliminary hearing held July 11 2011 shall be prepared at the expense of Ada County and as
soon as possible
SO ORDERED AND DATED this v d of July 2011
ORDER FORPRELIMINARY HEARING TRANSCRIPT
V
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or good cause appearmg, this ourt hereby grants the defendant's otion for 
reli inary earing ranscript. ursuant to I  5.1 (d), a type ritten transcript of the 
preli inary hearing held July 11, 2011, shall be prepared at the expense f da ounty, and as 
soon as possible. 
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CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By LANI BROXSON
DEPUTY
GREGH BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
Ben Harmer
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200 W Front Street Room 3191
Boise Idaho 83702
Telephone 208 2877700
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff
VS
JACOB M TORREZ
Defendant
COMES NOW Ben Harmer Deputy Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of
Ada State of Idaho and informs the Court that the State has answered the DefendantsSpecific
Request for Discovery
Case No CRFE2011 0005970
SPECIFIC DISCOVERY
RESPONSE TO COURT
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 20 day of July 2011
GREG H BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
Ben Harmer
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
SPECIFIC DISCOVERY RESPONSE TO COURT TORREZ Page 1
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R IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff
VS
JACOB M TORREZ akaONEIL
Case No CRFE2011 0005970
NOTICE OF PREPARATION
OF TRANSCRIPT
Defendant
An Order for transcript was filed in the above entitled matter on July 29 2011 and a copy of said
Order was received by the Transcription Department on August 3 2011 I certify the estimated cost
of preparation of the transcript to be
Type of Hearing Preliminary Hearing
Date ofHearing July 11 2011 Judge Kevin Swain
24 Pages x 325 7800
In this case the Ada County Public DefendersOffice has agreed to pay for the cost of the transcript
fee upon completion of the transcript
The Transcription Department will prepare the transcript and file it with the Clerk of the District
Court within thirty 30 days or expedited days from the date ofthis notice The transcriber may
make application to the District Judge for an extension of time in which to prepare the transcript
Date August 5 2011 It z
Rae Ann Nixon
Transcript Coordinator
NOTICE OF PREPARATION OF TRANSCRIPT Page 1
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Transcript oordinator 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I certify that on August 5 2011 a true and correct copy of the Notice of Preparation of Transcript
was forwarded to Defendant attorney of record by first class mail at
Ada Co Public Defender
200 W Front St Ste 1107
Boise ID 83702
TERI JONES
Rae Ann Nixon
Transcript Coordinator
NOTICE OF PREPARATION OF TRANSCRIPT Page 2
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Session Date 201189
Judge Wilper Ronald J
Reporter Cromwell Dianne
Clerks
Johnson Inga
State Attorneys
Dinger Dan
Duggan Barbara
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Harmer Ben
Reilly Heather
Public Defender s
Comstock Danica
Jones Teri
Loschi Jonathon
Simonaitis David
Prob Officers
Court interpreter
Division DC Courtroom CR507
Session Time 0822
Page 1
Case ID 0013
Case Number CRFE11 05970
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Plaintiff Attorney
Defendant Torrez Jacob
CoDefendants
Pers Attorney
State Attorney Gunn George
Public Defender Jones Teri
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095632 Operator
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY
THE STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff
vs
JACOB TORREZ
Defendant
Appearances
Prosecuting Attorney
Inter Dept Mail
Public Defender
Inter Dept Mail
m
33AJOHNSON
6Tuly
Case No CRFE1105970
NOTICE OF JURY TRIAL
Counsel for the State
Counsel for Defendant
THIS IS YOUR NOTICE OF TRIAL SETTING
THE ABOVE ENTITLED MATTER HAS BEEN SET FOR TRIAL BEFORE THE COURT
AND A JURY ON NOVEMBER 30 2011 TO COMMENCE AT THE HOUR OF 900AM
A PRETRIAL CONFERENCE IS SET FOR NOVEMBER 22 2011 AT 1100AM THE
DEFENDANT WILL BE AVAILABLE PERSONALLY WITH COUNSEL AT THIS PRETRIAL
CONFERENCE UNLESS EXCUSED BY THE COURT
THIS TRIAL WILL CONTINUE DAILY THEREAFTER UNTIL COMPLETED SKIPPING
TUESDAYS
All requested jury instructions must be submitted to the Court five 5 days prior to trial
Hon GDCarey Hon Daniel Meehl
Hon Dennis Goff Hon George R Reinhart III
Hon Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr Hon Gerald Schroeder
Hon James Judd Hon Kathryn A Sticklen
Hon Peter McDermott Hon Linda Trout
Hon Duff McKee Hon Barry Wood
Hon WHWoodland Any sifting Fourth District Judge
Hon Darla Williamson
Copies sent to above counsel
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ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
Attorneys for Defendant
TERI K JONES ISB 6766
Deputy Public Defender
200 West Front Street Suite 1107
Boise Idaho 83702
Telephone 208 2877400
Facsimile 208 2877409
CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OFADA
STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff
VS
JACOB M TORREZ
Defendant
Case No CRFE2011 0005970
MOTION TO SUPPRESS AND
REQUEST FOR LEAVE
COMES NOW JACOB M TORREZ Defendant above named by and through counsel
TERI K JONES Ada County Public Defendersoffice and moves this Court pursuant toICR
12b3to suppress any and all statements admissions andor confessions made by andor
attributed to the defendant as the result of unwarned custodial interrogation conducted by law
enforcement as such interrogation violated Mr Torrezsrights under the Fifth Amendment to
the United States Constitution and Article I section 13 of the Idaho Constitution
Undersigned counsel requests leave from this Court to supplement further Defendants
Motion to Suppress with a upporting brief andormemorandum
DATED this day of September 2011 A
TERI K JY
Attorney for
I0
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C ES , J C B . T RREZ, efendant above-na ed, by and through counsel 
TERI K. JONES, Ada County Public Defender's office, and moves this Court pursuant to I.c.R. 
12(b)(3) to suppress any and all statements, admissions, and/or confessions made by and/or 
attributed to the defendant as the result of unwarned custodial interrogation conducted by law 
enforce ent, as such interrogation violated r. Torrez's rights under the Fifth end ent to 
the nite  tates stit tion a d rticle I, section , f the Idaho stit ti . 
Undersigned counsel requests leave from this Court to supplement further Defendant's 
otion to ppre s Wii ~porti  brief a d/or e . 
, this da  of Se te ber 2 . 
MOTION TO SU PRE S AND REQUEST FOR LEAVE 1 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this4 day of September 2011 I mailed served a
true and correct copy of the within instrument to
BENJAMIN DHARMER
Ada County Prosecutor Office
Interdepartmental Mail
MOTION TO SUPPRESS ANDREQUEST FOR LEAVE 000057
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I  RTIFY, t  i  4- day of Septe ber 2011, I ailed (served) a 
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OCT 13 2011
CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk 4BY ELAINE TONGGREG H BOWER DEPUTY
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
Ben Harmer
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200 West Front Street Room 3191
Boise ID 83702
Telephone 208 2877700
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff Case No CRFE2011 0005970
vs
NOTICE OF INTENT TO
JACOB M TORREZ USEIRE404b
Defendant
COMES NOW Ben Harmer Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for the County
of Ada State of Idaho and notifies the Defendant of the States intent to use facts
and evidence which may be considered to come within the purview of IRE 404b
1 Specifically this evidence includes the description and testimony
regarding the call for service and contact with the defendant explained in the
last paragraph of the page disclosed to defense as page 845
NOTICE OF INTENT TO USEIRE404bTORREZ Page 1
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 .R.E. 04(b) 
-------------------------) 
CO ES NO , Ben Harmer, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for the County 
 , t   ,  ies     tate's    t  i, 
and evidence hich ay be considered to co e ithin the purvie  of I. .E 404(b). 
) cifi ll , t is idence lude   description and testi ony 
regarding the call for service and contact ith the defendant explained in the 
last paragraph of the page disclosed to defense as page 845. 
ICE  I E    I.R.E. 404(b) (TOR ) age 1 
The State intends to use this evidence to prove knowledge intent identity of
the ownermanufacturer of the marijuana discovered at the defendantshome and
rental property plan andor the absence of mistake
DATED this t3 day of October 2011
GREG H BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
By Ben Harmer
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this t3 day of October 2011 a true and correct
copy of the foregoing Notice of Intent to UseIRE404bwas served to Teri Jones 200
W Front St Ste 1107 Boise ID 83702 in the manner noted below
o By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail postage prepaid first
class
11 By depositing copies of the same in the Interdepartmental Mail
NOTICE OF INTENT TO USEIRE404bTORREZ Page 2
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Idaho Vehicle Collision Report
Narrative Additional Information Additional Passengers
001 Unit 1 was driven by Jacob M Torres and he was heading eastbound on King
002 Road at a high rate of speed Torrez lost control of his truck and sideswiped a
003 tree on the south side of King Road and then rolled several times Torrez said
004 he did not know how fast he was going and he didntremember the crash just
005 the noise from sideswiping the tree and the noise of his vehicle from rolling
006 Torres was less than cooperative at the hospital with information regarding the
007 crash
008 Bruce Pope was flying his ultralight aircraft and witnessed the crash from the
009 air Pope said Torres was heading eastbound on King Road at a very high rate of
010 speed and when Torrez got to the New York canal bridge Torrez was going so
011 fast the his truck actually jumped most of the bridge completely airborne
012 Pope said as Torres was airborne his truck started drifting sideways landed
013 and then crashed into a tree causing the truck to roll several times Pope said
014 he did not know how many times Torrez truck rolled Pope also said that
015 Torrezs truck crashed about 50 to 100 feet in front of a white Ford truck that
016 was heading westbound on King Road
017 Norma Blevins witnessed the crash and she said she was working in her back
018 yard and she saw Torrez heading east on King Road at a high rate of speed and
019 that Torrez left the roadway and hit the barpit rolling 3 times or more
020 Capcha was flown by helicopter to St Alphonsus Hospital where he was treated
021 Capcha sustained serious injuries and had to be extricated from Torezzs
022 vehicle I never had a chance to speak with Capcha at the hospital because he
023 was being treated for his injuries and I did not have a phone number to contact
024 Capcha
025 Deputy Hale went to St Alphonsus Hospital and had blood drawn from Torres
026 pending the aggravated DUI investigation Deputy Vawser photographed the crash
027 scene and booked the photographs into the Ada County Media Repository under DR
028 10058839 Lab results are still pending at the time of this report
029 There were 2 different canned alcohol beverages found outside Torezzs truck
030 at the crash scene One was a Green Apple Joose 1 pint 75 F1 Oz 12 alcohol
031 by volume and a Four Loco 235 F1 Oz 12 alcohol by volume
032 It should be noted that at approximately 1938 hours on the same date Kuna
033 Deputys were dispatched to a problem with an intoxicated subject in Kuna The
034 further on the call said that there was a white male with no shirt and a float
035 tube threatening people Deputies made contact with this subject and his friend
036 Jacob Oneil Torrez and Andrew Capcha Both Torres and Capcha were
037 intoxicated and Deputysadvised Torrez not to drive because he was too
038 intoxicated Less than an hour later Torrez was involved in a hit and run
039 accident at King and Cloverdale and minutes later he was involved in the roll
040 over crash See Deputy Olsens hit and run crash report DR 58835 No further
Additional Medical Care Providers
000060
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OCT 13 2011
CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY
GREG H BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
Ben Harmer
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200 W Front Street Room 3191
Boise Idaho 83702
Telephone 208 2877700
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff
vs
JACOB M TORREZ
Defendant
COMES NOW Ben Harmer Deputy
Case No CRFE2011 0005970
DISCOVERY
RESPONSE TO COURT
Prosecuting Attorney in and for the
County of Ada State of Idaho and informs the Court that the State has complied with the
DefendantsRequest for Discovery
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this day of October 2011
GREG H BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
Ben Harmer
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
DISCOVERY RESPONSE TO COURT TORREZ Page 1
2
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CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY
GREG H BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
Ben Harmer
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200 W Front Street Room 366
Boise Id 83702
Telephone 208 2877700
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff
VS
JACOBM TORREZ
Defendant
Case No CRFE2011 0005970
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY
TO THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersigned pursuant to Rule 16 of the Idaho
Criminal Rules requests Discovery and inspection of the following
1 Documents and Tangible Objects
Request is hereby made by the prosecution to inspect and copy or photograph
books papers documents photographs tangible objects or copies or portions thereof
which are within the possession custody or control of the defendant and which the
defendant intends to introduce in evidence at trial
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY TORREZ Page 1
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    NDANT: 
PLEASE T E NOTICE that the undersigned, pursuant to Rule 16 of the Idaho 
ri inal ules, requests iscovery and inspection of the follo ing: 
(1) ocu ents and Tangible bjects: 
equest is hereby ade by the prosecution to inspect and copy or photograph 
books, papers, docu ents, photographs, tangible objects or copies or portions thereof, 
which are within the possession, custody or control of the defendant, and which the 
 te s  troduce  e e  i l. 
  I  (TO EZ),   
2 Reports of Examinations and Tests
The prosecution hereby requests the defendant to permit the State to inspect and
copy or photograph any results or reports of physical or mental examinations and of
scientific tests or experiments made in connection with this case or copies thereof within
the possession or control of the defendant which the defendant intends to introduce in
evidence at the trial or which were prepared by a witness whom the defendant intends to
call at the trial when the results or reports relate to testimony of the witness
3 Defense Witnesses
The prosecution requests the defendant to furnish the State with a list of names and
addresses of witnesses the defendant intends to call at trial
4 Expert Witnesses
The prosecution requests the defendant to provide a written summary or report of
any testimony that the defense intends to introduce pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule
16c4 including the facts and data supporting the opinion and the witnesss
qualifications
5 Pursuant to Idaho Code Section 19519 the State hereby requests that the
defendant state in writing within ten 10 days any specific place or places at which the
defendant claims to have been at the time of the alleged offense and the names and
addresses of the witnesses upon whom he intends to rely to establish such alibi
DATED this day of October 2011
GREG H BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
By Ben Harmer
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY TORREZ Page 2
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he prosecution hereby requests the defendant to per it the State to inspect and 
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ll t t  tri l  t  r s lts r r rts r l t  t  t sti  f t  it ss. 
(3)  t es: 
 ti               
  t e      l   l. 
(4)  t s: 
he prosecution requests the defendant to provide a ritten su ary or report of 
any testi ony that the defense intends to introduce pursuant to Idaho ri inal ule 
6( c)( 4), i cl i  t e facts a  ata s rti  t e i i  a  t e it ess's 
l  . 
(5) Pursuant to Idaho ode Section 19-519, the State hereby requests that the 
defendant state in writing within ten (10) days any specific place or places at which the 
defendant clai s to have been at the ti e of the alleged offense and the na es and 
addresses of the itnesses upon ho  he intends to rely to establish such alibi. 
 t is ~   t  . 
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da County Prosecuting ttorney 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 3day of October 2011 I caused to be
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Request for Discovery upon the
individual named below in the manner noted
Name and address Teri Jones 200 W Front St Ste 1107 Boise ID 83702
By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail postage prepaid first
class
By depositing copies of the same in the Interdepartmental Mail
By informing the office of said individuals that said copies were available for
pickup at the Office of the Ada County Prosecutor
By faxing copies of the same to said attorneysat the facsimile number
Legal Assistant
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY TORREZ Page 3
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served, a true and correct copy of the foregoing equest for iscovery upon the 
dividual(s)  l   t   ted: 
  dress: ri s,  .  t. te.  i e, I   
o By depositing copies of the sa e in the nited States ail, postage prepaid, fIrst 
class. 
;; y depositing copies of the sa e in the Interdepart ental ail. 
o y infor ing the office of said individual(s) that said copies ere available for 
pickup at the ffice of the da ounty rosecutor. 
o y faxing copies of the sa e to said attomey(s) at the facsi ile nu ber: 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY (TORREZ), Page 3 
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CHRISTOPHER D RICH ClerkBYMAURA OLSON
DEPUTY
GREG H BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
Ben Harmer
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200 West Front Street Room 3191
Boise ID 83702
Telephone 208 2877700
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff
VS
JACOB M TORREZ
Defendant
Case No CRFE2011 0005970
ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY
RESPONSE TO COURT
COMES NOW Ben Harmer Deputy Prosecuting Attorney in and for Ada
County State of Idaho and informs the Court that the State has submitted an Addendum
to Response to Discovery
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this Wday ofOctober 2011
Ben Harmer
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY RESPONSE TO COURT TORREZ Page 1
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I 1 CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
Attorneys for Defendant
TERI K JONES ISB 6766
Deputy Public Defender
200 West Front Street Suite 1107
Boise Idaho 83702
Telephone 208 2877400
Facsimile 208 2877409
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff
VS
JACOB M TORREZ
Defendant
Case No CRFE2011 0005970
OBJECTION TO STATE NOTICE OF
INTENT TO USEIRE404b
COMES NOW the defendant JACOB M TORREZ by and through his attorney of
record TERI K JONES Ada County Public Defenders Office and objects to the use of
evidence under rule 404b of the Idaho Rules of Evidence in the Statescase in chief Said
evidence is irrelevant to a material issue but for the purposes of establishing propensity and its
probative value is far outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice
DATED this 19 day ofOctober 20
OBJECTION TO STATE NOTICE OF INTENT TO USEIRE404b 1000066
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I TE T T  SE I.R.E. 404(b) 
ES  the defendant, J  . , by and through his attorney of 
record, TE I . J ES, da ounty Public efender's ffice, and objects to the use of 
e ide ce er r le 04(b) f t e I a  les f idence i  t e tate's case i  c ief.  
e idence is irreleva t t  a aterial iss e t f r t e rposes f esta lis i  r e sit , a  its 
probative value is far outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice. 
TE , this 19th day of ctober 2011. 
BJECTION TO ST TE'S TICE F INTENT T  SE I.R.E. 404(b)  
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thisJlday of October 2011 I mailed served a true
and correct copy of the within instrument to
BEN HARMER
Ada County Prosecutor Office
Interdepartmental Mail
1 mil
OBJECTION TO STATE NOTICE OF INTENT TO USEIRE404b
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CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY
GREG H BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
Ben Harmer
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200W Front Street Room 3191
Boise Id 83702
Telephone 208 2877700
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff
vs
JACOBM TORREZ
Defendant
Case NoCRFE2011 0005970
NOTICE OF HEARING
TO Teri Jones his Attorney of Record you will please take notice that on the
15th day of Ocotber 2011 at the hour of900am of said day or as soon thereafter as
counsel can be heard Deputy Prosecuting Attorney Ben Harmer will move this
Honorable Court regarding the States Notice of Intent to Introduce 404bevidence in
the above entitled action
DATED this2day ofOctober 2011
GREGH BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
By Ben Harmer
DeputyProsecuting Attorney
NOTICE OF HEARING TORREZ Page 1
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing
Notice of Hearing to Teri Jones by depositing the same in the Interoffice Mail this 014
day ofOctober 2011
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LOVAN ROKER ROUNDSPC CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
GREGG E LOVAN ISB No 1762 By ELAINE TONGDEPUTY
MATTHEW JROKERISB No 4835
TYLER S ROUNDS ISB No 7876
Attorneys at Law
717 S Kimball Avenue Suite 200
Caldwell Idaho 83605
Telephone 208 4596795
Facsimile 208 4596908
Attorneys for Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO
JAIETORREZ
Defendant
CASE NOCRIE20115970
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY
TO ADACOUNTY Attorney for Plaintiff
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersigned pursuant to Rule 16 of the Idaho
Criminal Rules requests discovery and inspection of the following information evidence
and materials
1 Statements of All relevant written or recorded statements
made by the defendant or copies thereof within the possession custody or control of the
state the existence of which is known or is available to the Prosecuting Attorney by the
exercise of due diligence and further the substance of any relevant oral statements made
by the defendant whether before or after arrest to a peace officer Prosecuting Attorney
or his agent and the recorded testimony of the defendant before a grand jury which
relates to the offense charged
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 1
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LO AN R ER & RO S, P.C. 
GREGG E. L - ISB No. 1762 
A f E  J. ROKER~ISB No. 4835 
T LER S. R NDS - IS  N . 7876 
Attorneys at Law 
717 S. imball Avenu , Suite 200 
Cald ell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 459-6795 
Facsi ile: (208) 459-6908 
Attorneys for Defendant 
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: ADA C ty, Attorney for Plaintiff: 
  I  t t t  ersigned, r t t  l   f t  I  
Criminal Rules, requests discovery and inspection of the following information, evidence 
 aterials: 
1. t t t  f the Defendant. l  r l t ri  or r c r  state  
made by the defendant, or copies thereof, within the possession, custody or control of the 
state, the existence of which is known or is available to the Prosecuting Attorney by the 
exercise of due diligence, and further, the substance of any relevant oral state ents made 
by the defendant, whether before or after arrest to a peace officer, Prosecuting Attorney 
or his agent, and the recorded testimony of the defendant before a grand jury which 
relates to the offense charged. 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY - 1 
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2 staments of oe t All written or recorded statements of co
defendants and the substance of any relevant oral statements made by codefendants
whether before or after arrest in response to interrogation by any person known by the co
defendants to a peace officer or agent of the Prosecuting Attorney
3 Defendanes Prior Record A copy of the defendantsprior criminal record
if any as is now or may become available to the Prosecuting Attorney
4 DocumeKgs and Tangible Objects All books papers documents
photographs tangible objects buildings or places or copies or portions thereof which
are in the possession custody or control of the Prosecuting Attorney and which are
material to the preparation of the defense or intended for use by the Prosecutor as
evidence at trial or obtained from or belonging to the defendant
S HeRorts of a i ati and Tests All results or reports of physical or
mental examinations and of scientific tests or experiments made in connection with the
particular case or copies thereof within the possession custody or control of the
Prosecuting Attorney the existence of which is known or is available to the Prosecuting
Attorney by the exercise of due diligence
6 State Witnesses A written list of the names and addresses of all persons
having knowledge of the relevant facts who may be called by the State as witnesses at the
trial together with any record of prior felony convictions of any such person and any
written or verbal statement made by any witness andorprospective which is within the
knowledge of the Prosecuting Attorney has agents or to any official involved in the
investigation process of the case In the event the State intends to call any expert
witnesses all documentation required by Idaho Rule of Evidence 702 703 and 705 as
well as any experts Curriculum Vitae
7 Police Reports All reports and memoranda in the possession of the
Prosecuting Attorney which were made by a police officer or investigator in connection
with the investigation or prosecution of the case as well as any reports the State intends
to rely on as IRE 404bevidence together with a specific statement of how any such
evidence is admissible under 404b
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 2
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2. Stakments of Co-defendants. ll ritten or recorded state ents f c -
defendants; and the substance of any relevant oral state ents ade by co-defendants, 
whether before or:- after arrest in response to interrogation by any person known by the co-
defendants to a peace officer or agent of the Prosecuting Attorney. 
. efendant's Prior ecord.  copy of the defendant's prior cri inal record, 
if any, as is now. or may become available to the Prosecuting Attorney. 
. ocuments and an&ible bjects. ll , r , t , 
photographs, tangible objects, buildings or places. or copies or portions thereof, which 
are in the possession, custody or control of the Prosecuting Attorney and which are 
aterial to the preparation of the defense, or intended for use by the Prosecutor as 
evidence at trial, Or obtained fro  or belonging to the defendant. 
5. Reports of Ex m n ons m  ests. ll res lts r re rts f sical r 
ental exa inations, and f scientific tests or experi ents ade in connection ith the 
particular case, or copies thereof, within the possession, custody or control of the 
Pr:-osecuting Attorney. the existence of which is known or is available to the Prosecuting 
Attorney by the exercise of due diligence. 
. t t  it s.  ritt  list f t    r  f ll r  
having knowledge of the relevant facts who may be called by the State as witnesses at the 
trial, together with any record of prior felony convictions of any such person and any 
ritte  r er al state e t a e  a  itness andlor r s ecti e ic  is it i  t e 
knowledge of the Prosecuting Attorney, his agents or to any official involved in the 
investigation process of the case.     t    ll  ex ert 
itnesses, all docu entation required by Idaho ule of vidence 702.703, and 70S, as 
well as any experts' Curriculum Vitae. 
. oli  ports. All reports and e oranda in the possession of the 
Prosecuting Attorney which were ade by a police officer or investigator in connection 
with the investigation or prosecution of the case, as well as any reports the State intends 
to rely on as IRE 404{b) evidence, together with a specific statement of how any such 
evidence is admissible under 404(b). 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY - 2 
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8 Exculpatory Ev epee A written list of all exculpatory evidence the
existence of which is known to or is available to the Prosecuting Attorney by the exercise
of due diligence
DEFENDANT HEREBY REQUESTS that the Prosecuting Attorney disclose any
such evidentiary material which may come to his attention and knowledge after
disclosure pursuant to this initial request
DEFENDANT FURTHER REQUESTS permission to inspect and copy said
information evidence and materials on November 7 2011 at the hour of 900oclock
Albl at the office of the Plaintiffsattorney
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE The undersigned does hereby certify that a true
and correct copy of the foregoing document was facsimile to the Ada County Prosecuting
Office at 208 2877709 Boise Idaho this date
DATED October1 2011
LOVANROKER ROUNDSPC
B
MATTHEW J R R
Attorneys for Defendant
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 3
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8. Exculpatory Eyidegce.  ri ten list of l e c lpat ry e ide , the 
e istence f hich is n  to  is la le t  t e  torne   t e e ercise 
of due diligence. 
T E  ES S that t e r ti  ttorne  isclose  
such evidentiary aterial hich ay co e to his attention and kno ledge after 
disclosure pursuant to this initial request. 
  ES S er ission to inspect a  c  sai  
i nn ti , idence  at i l   ove be  .  t t    : 0 'clock 
.M., at the office of the laintiff's attorney. 
I I   I : e ersi e  es ere  certif  t at a tr e 
and correct copy of the foregoing docu ent was facsi ile to the da County Prosecuting 
ffice, at (208) 287-7709, Boise, Idaho, this date. 
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CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OFTHE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
CASE NO CRFE20115970
OCT 2 5 2011
LOVAN ROKER ROUNDSPC
GREGG E LOVAN ISB No 1762
MATTHEWJ ROKERISB No 4835
TYLER S ROUNDS ISB No 7876
Attorneys at Law
717 S Kimball Avenue Suite 200
Caldwell Idaho 83605
Telephone 208 4596795
Facsimile 208 4596908
Attorneys for Defendant
THE STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff
VS
JAKE TORREZ
Defendant
NOTICE OFSUBSTITUTION
OF COUNSEL
LOVANROKER PAGE 02102
NO
FILED
AM
t
PM
TO CLERK OFTHE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that the ADA COUNTYPUBLIC DEFENDERS
OFFICE Boise Idaho hereby withdraws as attorney of record for Defendant in the above
entitled matter and that MATTHEW J ROKER Attorney at Law Caldwell Idaho is hereby
substituted therefore and by this notice appears herein as attorney for Defendant
DATED October 2011
DA COUNTY
BLIC DEFENDERSO CE
B r
TERI JONES
Attorneys for Defendant
Withdrawing Attorney
LOVAN ROKER ROUNDSPC
By
MATTHEW J
Substituted Att ey for
Defendant
NOTICE OF SUBSTITUTION OF COUNSEL I
000073
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
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entitled matter, and that MATTHEW J. ROKER, Attorney at Law, Caldwell, Idaho, is hereby 
substituted therefore and by this notice appears herein as attorney for Defendant. 
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CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By AMY LANG
nsury
GREG HBOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
Ben Harmer
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200 W Front Street Room3191
Boise Id 83702
Telephone 208 2877700
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OFADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff
vs
JACOB M TORREZ
Defendant
Case No CRFE2011 0005970
AMENDED NOTICE OF
HEARING
TO Teri Jones his AttorneyofRecord you will please take notice that on
15th day of November 2011 at the hour of900am of said day or as soon thereafter as
counsel can be heard Deputy Prosecuting Attorney Ben Harmer will move this
Honorable Court regarding the States Notice of Intent to Introduce 404bevidence in
the above entitled action
DATED this 2 1day ofNovember 2011
GREGH BOWER
Ada C unt secuting Attorney
y Ben Harmer
DeputyProsecuting Attorney
AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING TORREZ Page i
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: eri J es, is tt r e  f ec rd,  ill lease ta e tice t at ~ 
15th day of ove ber 2011, at the hour of 9:00am of said day, or as soon thereafter as 
counsel can be heard, eputy Prosecuting ttorney en anner ill ove this 
onorable Court regarding the State's otice of Intent to Introduce 404(b) evidence in 
 - ti  cti n. 
  2-vu/day of November 2011. 
 .  
 nn r 
eputy Prosecuting ttorney 
 I   I  (T REZ), a e 1 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing
Notice of Hearing to Teri Jones by depositing the same in the Interoffice Mail this
day ofNovember 2011
AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING TORREZ Page 2
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NOV 0 9 2011
D RICH Clerk
By AMY LANG
DEPUTY
GREG H BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
Ben Harmer
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200 West Front Street Room 3191
Boise ID 83702
Telephone 208 2877700
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff
vs
JACOBM TORREZ
Case No CRFE2011 0005970
SECOND ADDENDUM TO
DISCOVERY RESPONSE TO
COURT
Defendant
COMES NOW Ben Harmer Deputy Prosecuting Attorney in and for Ada
County State of Idaho and informs the Court that the State has submitted a Second
Addendum to Response to Discovery
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this day of November 2011
lkr
Ben Harmer
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY RESPONSE TO COURT TORREZ Page 1
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LOVANROKER ROUNDSPC
GREGG E LOVAN ISB No 1762
MATTHEW J ROKERISB No 4835
TYLER S BOUNDS ISB No 7876
Attorneys at Law
717 S Kimball Avenue Suite 200
Caldwell Idaho 83605
Telephone 208 4596795
Facsimile 208 4596908
Attorneys for Defendant
NOV 9 2011
CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff
vs
JAKE TORREZ
Defendant
CASENO CRFE20115970
MOTION TO CONTINUE JURY
TRIAL AND NOTICE OF HEARING
COMES NOW the Defendant by and through his attorney of record MATTHEW J
ROKER and moves this Court for an Order to Continue Jury Trial Scheduled for November 30
2011 for reason that Defense Counsel was recently retained and there exist significant discovery
that is necessary for the preparation of a defense in this case
NO
The undersigned will bring the above Motion on for hearing
before this Court on November 15 2011 at 900 am of said day or as soon thereafter as
counsel can be heard before the Honorable Wilper
LOVANROKER PAGE 023
N0
FLED
A PM
MOTION TO CONTINUE JURY TRIAL AND NOTICE OF HEARING 1
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NO. R~~!i 00 ~ 
LOVAN ROKER & ROUNDS, P.C. 
GREGG E. LOVAN- ISB No. 1762 
MATT E  J. ROKER-I B No. 4835 
TY  S. ROUN  - ISB No. 7876 
Att r ys at Law 
717 S. Ki all A nue, Suit  200 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
elephone: ( 8) 459-  
Facsimile: ( 8) 459-  
 f r f ant 
A.Mi-_--' 
NOV - 9 2011 
CHRISTOPHER,D. RICH, Clerk 
By ELAINE TONG 
DEPUTY 
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TRI L  TICE F E RI  
ES , the efendant, by and through his attorney of record,  J. 
ROKER, and moves this Court for an Order to Continue Jury Trial Scheduled for November 30, 
2011 for reason that Defense Counsel was recently retained and there exist significant discovery 
that is necessary for the preparation of a defense in this cas , 
NOTICE OF HEARINQ: The undersigned will bring the above Motion on for hearing 
before this Court on November IS, 2011 at 9:00 a . of said day, or as soon thereafter as 
counsel can be hear , before the Honorable Wilpe . 
MOTION TO CONTINUE JURY TRIAL AND NOTICE OF HEARING - 1 
110920 1 1527 208459 i LOVANROKER PAGE 03
CERTIIICATE OF E VIC The undersigned does bereby certify that a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document was facsimile to the Ada County Prosecuting Office at
208 2877709 Boise Idaho this date
DAZED November 2011
LOVAN RORER ROUNDSPC
By
ZTHEW RORER
Attorneys for Defendant
MOTION TO CONTINUEJURY TRIALAND NOTICE OFHEARING 2
000078
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE: The undersigned does hereby certify that a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document was facsimile to the Ada County Prosecuting Office, at 
( 08) 287- 709, Boise, Idaho, this date. 
DATED: November -3..--,2011. 
LOVAN ROKER & ROUNDS, P.C. 
BY:_--h.,ljfi6~:--+-=-__ ---"'~ 
J\ttorneys for Defendant 
MOTION TO CONTINUE JURY TRIAL AND NOnCE OF HEARING - 2 
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NOV 14 2011
CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY
GREG H BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
Ben Harmer
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200 West Front Street Room 3191
Boise ID 83702
Telephone 208 2877700
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff Case No CRFE2011 0005970
vs
AMENDED NOTICE OF
JACOB M TORREZ INTENT TO USE
R404b
Defendant
COMES NOW Ben Harmer Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for the County of
Ada State of Idaho and notifies the Defendant of the Statesintent to use facts and
evidence which may be considered to comewithin the purview of IRE 404b
1 Specifically this evidence includes the description and testimony regarding the
call for service and contact with the defendant explained in the last paragraph of
the page disclosed to defense as page 845
AMENDED NOTICE OF INTENT TO USEIRE404b TORREZ Page 1
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I.R.E. 404(b) 
-------------------------) 
 , en ar er, eputy rosecuting ttorney for the ounty of 
, t t   o,  ti ies t  t  t  tate's i t t t   t   
evidence hich ay be considered to co e ithin the purvie  of I. .  404(b). 
1) Specifically, this evidence includes the description and testi ony regarding the 
ll f r s r i e  t t it  t  f t l i  i  t  l st r r  f 
t e a e iscl se  t  efe se as a e . 
 I   I    I.R.E. 04(b) (TO Z) a e  
2 Further information is contained in Deputy Bunnells supplemental report
disclosed to the defense as pages 2253 and 2262
3 Further information is contained in ACPA Investigator Ron Ammans
Investigations Report in an interview of witness Justin Leavell disclosed to the
defense as pages 23182320
The State intends to use this evidence to prove opportunity intent preparation
plan knowledge identity andor absence of mistake
DATED this14 day of November 2011
GREG H BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
By Ben Harmer
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this I ofNovember 2011 a true and correct
copy of the foregoing Notice ofIntent to UseIRE404bwas served to attorney of record
Matthew J Roker by facsimile 2084596908 and by First Class Mail to Lovan Roker and
RoundsPC717 South Kimball Caldwell ID 83605
AMENDED NOTICE OF INTENT TO USEIRE404b TORREZ Page 2
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DATED this ~ day of ove ber 2011 
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copy of the foregoing otice of Intent to se I.R.E. 404(b) as served to attorney of record 
atthe  J. oker by facsi ile (208-459-6908) and by First lass ail to ovan oker and 
s, .e.,  t  i all, al ell, I  5. 
      .R.E. 04(b) (T Z)   
Idaho Vehicle Collision Report
Narrative 1 Additional Information Additional Passengers
001 Unit 1 was driven by Jacob M Torrez and he was heading eastbound on Ring
002 Road at a high rate of speed Torrez lost control of his truck and sideswiped a
003 tree on the sout side fKingRoad aadthea roledseveraltimes Torrezsaid
004 he did not know how fast he was going and he didn remember the crash just
005 the noise from sideswiping the tree and the noise of his vehicle from rolling
006 Torrez was less than cooperative at the hospital with information regarding the
007 crash
008 Bruce Pope was flying his ultralight aircraft and witnessed the crash from the
009 air Pope said Torrez was heading eastbound on Ring Road at a very high rate of
010 speed and when Torrez got to the New York canal bridge Torrez was going so
011 fast the his truck actually jumped most of the bridge completely airborne
012 Pope said as Torrez was airborne his truck started drifting sideways landed
013 and then crashed into a tree causing the truck to roll several times Pope said
014 he did not know how many times Torrez truck rolled Pope also said that
015 Torrezs truck crashed about 50 to 100 feet in front of a white Ford truck that
016 was heading westbound on Ring Road
017 Norma Blevins witnessed the crash and she said she was working in her back
018 yard and she saw Torrez heading east on Ring Road at a high rate of speed and
019 that Torrez left the roadway and hit the barpit rolling 3 times or more
020 Capcha was flown by helicopter to St Alphonsus Hospital where he was treated
021 Capcha sustained serious injuries and had to be extricated from Torezzs
022 vehicle I never had a chance to speak with Capcha at the hospital because he
023 was being treated for his injuries and I did not have a phone number to contact
024 Capcha
025 Deputy Hale went to St k1phonsus Hospital and had blood drawn from Torrez
026 pending the aggravated DUI investigation Deputy Vawser photographed the crash
027 scene and booked the photographs into the Ada County Media Repository under DR
028 10058839 Lab results are still pending at the time of this report
029 There were 2 different canned alcohol beverages found outside Torezzstruck
030 at the crash scene one was a Green Apple Joose 1 pint 75 F1 Oz 12 alcohol
031 by volume and a Four Loco 235 F1 Oz 12 alcohol by volume
032 It should be noted that at approximately 1938 hours on the same date Runa
033 Deputyswere dispatched to a problem with an intoxicated subject in Runa The
034 further on the call said that there was a white male with no shirt and a float
035 tube threatening people Deputies made contact with this subject and his friend
036 Jacob Oneil Torrez and Andrew Capcha Both Torrez and Capcha were
037 intoxicated and Deputysadvised Torrez not to drive because he was too
038 intoxicated Less than an hour later Torrez was involved in a hit and run
039 accident at Ring and Cloverdale and minutes later he was involved in the roll
040 over crash See Deputy Olsen hit and run crash report DR 58835 No further
Additional Medical Care Providers
82
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Incident History for 5010076529 Xref S010076539
Entered 08160 193825 BY D10 4170
Dispatched 08160 19307 BY D11 5194
Enroute 08160 19307
Onscene 08160 1945
Closed 08160 2104
Initial Type PROBDK Final Type PROBDK PROBLEM WITH A DK SUBJECT
Initial Priority 2 Final Priority 2
Disposition 74000 Source T Primary Unit K79
Police BLK Al29 Fire BLK 6000 EMS BLK 448
Group SO1 Beat KUN MPage V10
Loc 315 W 2ND ST KUN KUNA SKATE PARK KUN btwn N AVENUE B AV N AVENUE C AVV
Name JUSTIN
Addr Phone
193825 4170 ENTRY
193907 5194 DISPER K79
193907 ASSTER K3
194148 PREMPT K3
194545 5009 ONSCNE K79
195041 4159 ASSTOS K3
195537 5194 NEWLOC K3
195540
5194
NEWLOC K79
195908 4987 ASSTER K59
200020
4170
ONSCNE K59
200022
Date
CLEAR K59
200103 5009 REMINQ K79
200121 REMINQ K79
200300 REMINQ K79
200341 REMINQ K79
200625 5066 REMINQ K79
200715 5194 CONTCT
201811 CONTCT
WMA 2030 YRS NO SHIRT CARRING FLOAT TUBE
WAS VERY DK AND THREATENING PEOPLE BUT STARTE
D WALKING OFF WTUBE AREA CHECK
SFTB TEAMK1 DIVKUNA
5009 BUNNELL WESTON
SFTB TEAMK1 DIVKUNA
4159 RUSSELLSTEVE L SGT
SFT B TEAM K1 DIV KUNA 315 W 2ND ST KUN
4159 RUSSELLSTEVE L SGT
STROEBLE AT THE CANAL
STROEBLE AT THE CANAL
SFT C TEAM K1 DIVKUNA STROEBLE AT THE CANA
L
4987 CLARKBAR Y
MCFDQIDONEALJAKEM
MCFDQID ONEALJAKEM09201974W
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A COUNTY SHERIFF OFF
SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT OCT 14 2011
Iricident Topic 2 Subject Victims Name 3 RD 4 DR No
Aggravated DUI Crash s Torrez Jacob M 129 588395 Address 6 Phone 7 Page
King Road Cloverdale Road Kuria ID 1 of 1S Date Occurred 9 Time Occurred 10 Route To 12 Division
8160 1 203 1 Prosecutor Patrol
SUPLLEMENTAL INFORMATION
On the above date at approximately 2000 hours I responded to the Kuna skate park reference a
disturbance The call stated there were two adult males causing problems and yelling at people at the
park I arrived at the park and spoke to some of the people that were there who saw the two males One
person stated the two males were asking for a ride to their vehicle and then became argumentative when
they were refused a ride The person I spoke to said the two males were walking to the east towards Swan
Falls Road most likely to get a ride to their vehicle that was supposedly parked on Stroebel Road at the
canal south of Kuna Road
I proceeded to that location and saw two males walking around a small white pickup that was
parked on the side of the road I approached the vehicle and made contact with them Both males
appeared to show signs of intoxication as they smelled of an alcoholic beverage as I spoke to them They
both spoke with slurred speech and had glassy bloodshot eyes I ran both subjects through NCIC and
local warrants and Torrez came back as having a misdemeanor warrant out of Canyon County of which
they would not extradite I spoke to them briefly about the incident at the park and then I advised both
Torrez and the other male not to drive and that I would call a taxi for them
I told them I would wait nearby for the taxi to show and make sure they were on it Once I saw the
taxi nearby I went back to the location where the pickup was parked and it was not there They had driven
away southbound on Stroebel As I continued southbound on Stroebel a hit and run crash came out at
au that of the
wnite pickup belonging to Torrez Shortly thereafter an emergency response tone alert came out for a
personal injury crash at King Road just west of Cloverdale involving only one vehicle Again the
f the in the crash matched that of the white pickup
hortly after and confirmed that it was in fact the white pickup belonging to
W Bunnell 5009 10 1211 1733
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ADA County Prosecuting AttorneysOffice
Investigations Report
To Ben Harmer
Cc Quique Gutierrez
From Ron Axtman
Re Jacob M Torrez CRFE20115971
Witnesses
Tracv McGregor
y
Tracy McGregor was interviewed on October 26 2011
McGregor called 911 on August 16 2010 at832pm to report a hit and run
that had just occurred at S Eagle Road and E King Road in Kuna
McGregor stated that she and her husband and children were traveling on
King Road She stated that she was stopped at a four way stop There was a
gold colored mini van also stopped at the intersection The mini van had just
started to go through the intersection when a vehicle behind the McGregor
vehicle swerved out of their lane into the on coming traffic lane The
vehicle proceeded through the traffic control device and struck the mini van
in the front bumper
McGregor stated that vehicle kept going and drove away
The gold colored mini van was going straight through the intersection The
hit and run vehicle passes on the left side ofthe McGregor vehicle passes
through the stop sign and strikes the mini van on the front left side ofthe
car
i
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McGregor stated that the vehicle that struck the gold mini van was a white
pickup truck She stated that they took notes about the accident She stated
that the truck did not stop He just took off
She could not see what the driver of the vehicle looked like Her husband
Jason may have been able to identify the driver but she could not She
could not tell if there was a passenger inside the truck
She did not see him again that particular day and she did not find out who
the driver was
Jason can be reached at
McGregor stated that she pulled over and assisted the people that were in the
gold mini van made sure everyone was all right and called 911 They
remained there until the police showed up at the scene She stated that there
was a woman driving and three children were passengers
Justin Leavell
n
Mr Justin Leavell was interviewed on November 7 2011
He stated that he was present at the Kuna Skate Park in Kuna Idaho on
August 16 2010
Leavell stated that his cousin and his girlfriend brother were at the Kuna
Skate Park with him They were at the skate park for approximately 30
minutes when a man came from the canal and walked toward the skate park
The man sat down on a bench where another man that was skating at the
park had his backpack
Leavell stated that the man that came from the canal grabbed the backpack
and started to walk off The gentleman realized that the man took his bag
yelled at him and went and grabbed the bag from him
In about 10 minutes another man referred to as the assailants partner came
near where Leavell was He stated that they must have been drinking while
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rfloating the canal They were belligerent They stated that ifno one was
going to give them a ride they were going to beat the shit of the guy that they
had taken the bag from There were children present so Leavell decided to
call 911 Leavell stated that he called dispatch and told them that there was
a guy causing problems
Leavell stated that he did not know that the men were drunk but they
sounded pretty belligerent and out of their mind to walk over and try and
steal someone bag The partner showed up and stated that ifno one gave
them a ride he was going to beat someone up
Leavell stated that he was approximately 20 yards from the would be robber
He could not smell any alcohol He stated that their demeanor dictated that
they had been drinking Their speech was slurred
Leavell stated that he has floated the canal before he knows what is like to
drink party and get belligerent He stated that they were acting drunk and
belligerent
Leavell stated that they had inner tubes with them and they had no shirts on
They must have just finished floating the canal The men were out of
control so he decided to call dispatch
Leavell thought he could recognize the men again if he saw them He stated
that he was about 20 yards from them He never approached them One of
the men had a pretty good build He stated that he has a pretty good
memory
Chrissy Lathrup is his cousin that was with him She lives in Seattle Tyrell
A was also with him He is his girlfriend brother Tyrell is 13
Lathrup also heard the men and told them to leave the skate park
Leavell stated that the men just walked off when they left The police
showed up but the men were gone He did not see the men again that day
and he did not know that they were involved in any crashes
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LOVAN ROKER ROUNDSIC
GREGG ELOVAN ISB No 1762
MATTHEW J ROKER ISB No 4835
TYLER S ROUNDS ISBNo 7876
Attorneys at Law
717 S Kimball Avenue Suite 200
Caldwell Idaho 83605
Telephone 208 4596795
Facsimile 208 4596908
Attorneys for Defendant
CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FORTHE COUNTY OFADA
STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff
VS
JAKE TORREZ
Defendant
CASE NO CRFE20115970
REQUEST FOR SPECIFIC DISCOVERY
TO ADA COUNTY Attorney for Plaintiff
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersigned pursuant to Rule 16 of the Idaho
Criminal Rules requests specific discovery and inspection of the following information
evidence and materials
Copy of all audio video recordings including but not limited to any statements or
admission by Defendant
DEFENDANT HEREBY REQUESTS that the Prosecuting Attorney disclose any such
evidentiary material which may come to his attention and knowledge after disclosure pursuant to
this initial request
LOVANROKER PAGE 02103
N0 Ob o
AM
NOV 14 2011
REQUEST FOR SPECIFIC DISCOVERY 1
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11020 1 1654 2084596 LOVANROKER PAGE 03
CERTIFICATE OF SEUi The undersigned does hereby certify that a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document was facsimile to the Ada County Prosecuting Office at
208 2877709 Boise Idaho this date
DATED November42 2011
r
By
MATTHEW J
Attorneys for Defendant
REQUEST FOR SPECIFIC DISCOVERY 2
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11/10/2011 16:54 2084596' LOVANROKER PAGE 03/03 
CERTIFICATE OF SERYICE: The undersigned does hereby certify that a true and 
conect copy of the foregoing document was facsimile to the Ada County Prosecuting Office, at 
( 08) 287- 09, Boise, Idaho, this date. 
DATED: ove bel' -/J2-, 201 . 
2 Y:C~#~
 J. -----.. 
ttorneys for efendant 
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AM PM
NOV 14 2011
CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY
GREG H BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
Ben Harmer
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200 West Front Street Room 3191
Boise ID 83702
Telephone 208 2877700
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff
vs
JACOB M TORREZ
Defendant
COMES NOW Ben Harmer Deputy
Case No CRFE2011 0005970
THIRD ADDENDUM TO
DISCOVERY RESPONSE TO
COURT
Prosecuting Attorney in and for Ada
County State of Idaho and informs the Court that the State has submitted a Third
Addendum to Response to Discovery
J
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 14 day of November 2011
GREG H BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
f
Ben Harmer
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY RESPONSE TO COURT TORREZ Page 1
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNT
THE STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff
vs
JACOB TORREZ
Defendant
Appearances
Prosecuting Attorney
Inter Dept Mail
Matthew Roker
Attorney at Law
717 S Kimball Ave Ste 200
Caldwell Id 83605
Case No CRFE1105970
NOTICE OF JURY TRIAL
Counsel for the State
Counsel forDefendant
THIS IS YOUR NOTICE OF TRIAL SETTING
THE ABOVE ENTITLED MATTER HAS BEEN SET FOR TRIAL BEFORE THE COURT AND A
JURY ON MARCH 21 2012 TO COMMENCE AT THE HOUR OF900AM
A PRETRIAL CONFERENCE IS SET FOR MARCH 13 2012 AT 1100AM THE DEFENDANT
WILL BE AVAILABLE PERSONALLY WITH COUNSEL ATTHIS PRETRIAL CONFERENCE
UNLESS EXCUSED BY THE COURT
THIS TRIAL WILL CONTINUE DAILY THEREAFTER UNTIL COMPLETED SKIPPING TUESDAYS
All requested jury instructions must be submitted to the Court five 5 days prior to trial
Hon GDCarey Hon Daniel Meehl
Hon Dennis Goff Hon George R Reinhart III
Hon Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr Hon Gerald Schroeder
Hon James Judd Hon Kathryn A Sticklen
Hon Peter McDermott Hon Linda Trout
Hon Duff McKee Hon Barry Wood
HonWHWoodland Any sifting Fourth District Judge
Hon Darla Williamson
Copies sent to above counsel
Notice of Trial
rvV
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1GREGHBOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
Ben Harmer
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200 W Front Street Room 3191
Boise Idaho 83702
Telephone 208 2877700
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AM FLED
NOY 18 2011
CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By MAURA OLSON
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff Case No CRFE2011 0005970
vs
RESPONSE TO SPECIFIC
JACOB M TORREZ REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY TO
COURT
Defendant
COMES NOW Ben Harmer Deputy Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of
Ada State of Idaho and informs the Court that the State has complied with the Defendants
Specific Request for Discovery
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this I g day ofNovember 2011
GREGHBOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
e
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
SPECIFIC DISCOVERY RESPONSE TO COURT TORREZ Page 1
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S , en ar er eputy Prosecuting ttorney, in and for the ounty of 
da, State of Idaho, and infonns the ourt that the State has co plied ith the efendant's 
i i  t  is r . 
 E  t is I ~*" ay f ove ber 2011. 
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Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
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LOVAN ROKER ROUNDSPC
GREGG E LOVAN ISB No 1762
MATTHEW J ROKERISB No 4835
TYLER S ROUNDS ISB No 7876
Attorneys at Law
717 S Kimball Avenue Suite 200
Caldwell Idaho 83605
Telephone 208 4596795
Facsimile 208 4596908
Attorneys for Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OFTHE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OFADA
STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff
VS
JAKE TORREZ
Defendant
CASENO CRFE20115970
STIPULATION FOR ENTRY OF
PLEA PURSUANT TO RULE11fC
Clerk
COME NOW the Defendant JAKE TORREZ by and through his attorney of record
MATTHEW J ROKER and the Plaintiff STATE OF IDAHO by and through its attorney of
record BEN HARMER Deputy Prosecuting Attorney and do hereby stipulate as follows
1 Defendant JAKE TORREZ will enter a plea of guilty pursuant to Idaho
Criminal Rule 11 f1Cto the charge of AGGRAVATED DRIVING UNDER THE
INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL Idaho Code 188006 and the remaining charges of LEAVING
THE SCENE OF AN ACCIDENT INVOLVING VEHICLE DAMAGE Idaho Code 491301
and DRIVING WITOUT PRIVELIGES THIRD OFFENSE Idaho Code 1880015will be
dismissed in the above entitled case
N0
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MAR 21 2012
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E  the efendant, J E T EZ, by and through his attorney of record, 
 J. , and the Plaintiff, S  F I , by and through its attorney of 
record, BE  R ER, eputy Prosecuting ttorney, and do hereby stipulate as follo s: 
. efendant, J  , ill enter a plea of guilty, pursuant to Idaho 
ri inal ule 11 (f)(I)(C) to the charge of  I I    
I F  F , Idaho ode §18-8006; and the re aining charges of I  
    I  I I  I   I   §49-13  
 I I  I   I I  (THIR  ) I   §1 - 001(5) ill  
s    - ti  e. 
9 I      -  
o2 Further conditions upon which said plea shall be entered as follows
Plaintiff and Defendant agree that Defendant will be given a underlying sentence
of 3 years fixed followed by 7 years indeterminate for a total aggregate sentence of 10 years
the imposition or suspensionofsaidentenc rand fine are leftto the Courtsdiscretion and open
for argument Defendant agrees to pay restitution on all charges including those dismissed and
any new crimes committed between now and sentencing negate the agreement
3 Defendant agrees that if the Court accepts the plea agreement Defendant would
waive his right to appeal the judgment and sentence of the Court
4 The Court herein shall not exceed the recommendation of the parties and shall
sentence the Defendant accordingly or shall allow the Defendant to withdraw his plea of guilty
5 The parties agree that if the court ultimately rejects this plea agreement any
statements made by the Defendant after execution of this agreement in mitigation towards
sentencing will not be used as evidence by the State with the sole exception that it may be used
to impeach the Defendant if he testifies in an inconsistent manner to said statements
DATED March QO 2012
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTING LOVAN ROKER ROUNDSPC
ATTORNEYSOFFICE
BEN HARMER MATTHEW J RO
Attorneys for Plaintiff Attorneys for Defendant
KET Z
Defendant
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. urther conditions upon hich said plea shall be entered as follo s: 
laintiff and efendant agree that efendant ill be given a underlying sentence 
f  ears fixe , f llo e    ears i eter i ate, f r a t tal a re ate se te ce f  ears; 
the i position or suspensig}tQi.said,sem-enee,-and-finear-e left to the Collft4-discretionJ!nd open 
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for argumentJ!ef~ndant agrees to pay restitution on all charges, including those dis issed; and 
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any ne  cri es co itted bet een no  and sentencing negate the agree ent. 
. efendant agrees that if the ourt accepts the plea agree ent, efendant ould 
aive his right to appeal the judg ent and sentence of the ourt. 
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state ents ade by the efendant, after execution of this agree ent, in itigation to ards 
sentencing ill not be used as evidence by the tate, ith the sole exception that it ay be used 
to i peach the efendant if he testifies in an inconsistent anner to said state ents. 
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GUILTY PLEA ADVISORY
DefendantsName
Date a
Pleading Guilty to Charges
IONV v
Case Number
G a 6
Minimum Maximum Prison Fine
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STATEMENT OF RIGHTS EXPLANATION OFWAIVERS BY PLEAOF GUILTY
PLEASE INITIAL EACH RESPONSE
I You have the right to remain silent You do not have to say anything about the crimesyou are
accused of committing If you have a trial the state could not call you as a witness or ask you
any questions However anything you do say can be used as evidence against you in court
I underst that by pleading guilty I am waiving my right to remain silent before and during
trial J
II The waiver of your right to remain silent only applies to your plea of guilty to the crimesin this
case Even after pleading guilty you will still have the right to refuse to answer any question or
to provide any information that might tend to show you committed some other crime You can
also refuse to answer or provide any information that might tend to increase the punishment for
the crime to which you are pleading guilty
N0
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AM PM
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CHRISTOP CH Clerk
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GUlL TV PLEA ADVISORY 
D f nt's Na : _~~!i:::::-----1,¥-+_-+--lJ;..!.....:.....s..~"'-______ ~F--...uJ:I:' 
Date: 3-1 & - ( ?-- ase mber(s): ____ --+ __ _ 
Pleading Guilty to: Charge(s): 
AO\ol<,JJ D u1-
i i  & m~m .risonfFine 
/" ~",.,.... --- "').::> /'1/ J.o- r /V\ .... ,,{ --.....-
::$,),,<; M:-
T T T F I T  &    y   l  V 
(PLEASE INITIAL EACH RESPONSE) 
I. You have the right to remain silent. You do not have to say anything about the crime(s) you are 
accused of co itting. If you have a trial, the state could not call you as a witness or ask you 
any questions. However, anything you do say can be used as evidence against you in court. 
I understand that by pleading guilty I am waiving my right to remain silent before and during 
trial. ~T 
II. The waiver of your right to remain silent only applies to your plea of guilty to the crime(s) in this 
case. Even after pleading guilty, you will still have the right to refuse to answer any question or 
to provide any information that might tend to show you committed some other crime(s). You can 
also refuse to answer or provide any infor ation that ight tend to increase the punish ent for 
the crime(s) to which you are pleading guilty. 
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I understand that by pleading guilty to the crimesin this case I still have the right to remain
silent with respect to any other crimesand with respect to answering questions or providing
information that may increase my sentence
III You have the right to be represented by an attorney If you want an attorney and cannot pay for
one you can ask the judge for an attorney who will be paid by the county I
understand 73T
IV You are presumed to be innocent You would be found guilty if 1 you plead guilty in front of the
judge or 2 you are found guilty at a jury trial
I understand that by pleading guilty I am waiving my right to be presumed innocent
V You have the right to a speedy and public jury trial A jury trial is a court hearing to determine
whether you are guilty or not guilty of the chargesbrought against you In a jury trial you have
the right to present evidence in your defense and to testify in your own defense The state must
convince each and every one of the jurors of your guilt beyond a reasonable doubt
I understand that by pleading guilty I am waiving my right to a speedy and public jury trial
VI You have the right to confront the witnesses against you This occurs during a jury trial where
the state must prove its case by calling witnesses to testify under oath in front of you the jury
and your attorney Your attorney could then cross examine question each witness You could
also call your own witnesses of your choosing to testify concerning your guilt or innocence If
you do not have the funds to bring those witnesses to court the state will pay the cost of
bringing your witnesses to court
I understand that by pleading guilty I am waiving my right to confront the witnesses against me
and to present witnesses and evidence in mydefense
QUESTIONS REGARDING PLEA
Please answer every question If you do not understand a question consult your attorney
before answering
PLEASE CIRCLE ONE
1 Do you read and write the English language
If not have you been provided with an interpreter to
help you fill out this form
2 What is your age
ES NO
YES NO N
2 McLaughlin Williamson Wilper July 1 2001000098
I understand that by pleading guilty to the crime(s) in this case, I still have the right to re ain 
silent ith respect to any other crime(s) and ith respect to ans ering questions or providing 
infor ation that ay increase y sentence. ~ . 
III. ou have the right to be represented by an attorney. If you ant an attorney and cannot pay for 
one, you can ask the judge for an attorney who will  i    . I 
nderstand -;:s-\ 
I .  r  r d t   i t.  l   f  ilty if: )  l  ilt  i  fr t f t  
judge, or 2) you are found guilty at a jury trial. 
r tand t at  l i  ilty I  i i   ri t t   r  i t. 
:n 
. ou have the right to a speedy and public jury trial.  jury trial is a court hearing to deter ine 
hether you are guilty or not guilty of the charge(s) brought against you.    l,   
the right to present evidence in your defense and to testify in your own defense. The state ust 
c vi c  c   v ry e f t  j r rs f y r ilt y   r s l  t. 
I ~stan.  t t  l i  ilt  I  i i   ri t t     li  j r  tri l. 
VI. You have the right to confront the witnesses against you. This occurs during a jury trial where 
t  t t  t r  it    lli  it  t  t tif  r t  i  fr t f , t  j ry, 
and your attorney. our attorney could then cross-exa ine (question) each itness. ou could 
also call your own witnesses of your choosing to testify concerning your guilt or innocence. If 
you do not have the funds to bring those itnesses to court, the state ill pay the cost of 
bringing your witnesses to court. 
I rst  t t y l i  ilty I  ivi  y ri t t  c fr t t  it ss s i st e, 
and to present itnesses and evidence in y defense. ~ 
   
(Please answer every question. If you do not understand a question consult your attorney 
before ans ering.) 
 I   
1. o you read and rite the English language? 
If not, have you been provided with an interpreter to 
help you fill out this form? 
2. hat is your age? J1 
- 2 -
 
 NO GJ 
cLa li  I illi  I il  July 1, 2011 
3 What is your true and legal nameX14 aM
4 What was the highest grade you completed in school f2
If you did not complete high school have you received
either a general education diploma or high school
equivalency diploma
5 Are you currently under the care of a mental health
professional
6 Have you ever been diagnosed with a mental health
disorder
If so what was the diagnosis and when was it made
7 Are you currently prescribed any medication
YES NO NA
YES NO
YES NO
YES N
If so have you taken your prescription medication
during the past 24 hours YES NO NA
8 In the last 24 hours have you taken any medications or
drugs or drank any alcoholic beverages which you
believe affect your ability to make a reasoned and
informed decision in this case YES NO
9 Is there any other reason that you would be unable to
make a reasoned and informed decision in this case
10 Is your guilty plea the result of a plea agreement
If so what are the terms of that plea agreement
If available a written plea agreement should be
attached hereto as 40dendum A
r
f le
11 There are two types of plea agreements lease initial
the one paragraph belowwhich describes the type
of plea you are entering
a I understand that my plea agreement is a binding plea agreement
This means that if the district court does not impose the specific
sentence as recommended by both parties I will be allowed to
withdraw my plea of guilty and proceed to a jury trial
3 McLaughlin Williamson Wilper July 1 20et
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a. I rst  t t y l  r t is  i i  l  r t. 
This eans that if the district court does not i pose the specific 
sentence as reco ended by both parties, I ill be allo ed to 
ithdra  y plea of guilty and proceed to a jury trial. ~ . 
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b I understand that my plea agreement is a non binding plea
agreement This means that the court is not bound by the agreement
or any sentencing recommendations and may impose any sentence
authorized by law including the maximum sentence stated above
Because the court is not bound by the agreement if the district court
chooses not to follow the agreement I will not have the right to
withdraw my guilty plea 1
12 As a term of your plea agreement are you pleading
guilty to more than one crime YES NO
If so do you understand that your sentences for each
crime could be ordered to be served either concurrently
at the same time or consecutively one after the other YES NO NA
13 Is this a conditional guilty plea in which you are
reserving your right to appeal any pretrial issues YES
If so what issue are you reserving the right to appeal
14 Have you waived your right to appeal your judgment
of conviction and sentence as part of your plea
agreement CYE NO
15 Have any other promises been made to you which have
influenced your decision to plead guilty YES 6
If so what are those promises
16 Have you had sufficient time to discuss
your case with your attorney gE NO
17 Have you told your attorney everything you know about
the crimesto which you are pleading guilty YE NO
18 Is there anything you have requested your attorney
to do that has not been done YES NO
If yes please explain
4 McLaughlin Williamson Wilper July 1 206f
000100
b. I understand that y plea agree ent is a non- inding plea 
agreement. This means that the court is not bound by the agreement 
or any sentencing reco endations, and ay i pose any sentence 
authorized by la , including the axi um sentence stated above. 
ecause the court is not bound by the agr t, if t  istrict c rt 
c s  not to follo  the r t, I ill not have the ri t to 
ithdra  y guilty plea. :-u= . 
12. As a ter  of your plea agree ent, are you pleading 
guilty to ore than one cri e? 
If so, do you understand that your sentences for each 
cri  l   r r  t   rved ither r tl  
(at the same time) or consecutively (one after the other)? 
. I  t i   iti l ilt  l  i  i   r  
reserving your right to appeal any pre-trial issues? 
If so, hat issue are you reserving the right to appeal? 
14. Have you waived your right to appeal your judg ent 
f c victi   s t c  s rt f y r l  
agreement? 
15. Have any other promises been made to you which have 
influenced your decision to plead guilty? 
If so, hat are those pro ises? 
16. Have you had sufficient ti e to discuss 
your case with your attorney? 
17. Have you told your attorney everything you know about 
the crime(s) to which you are pleading guilty? 
18. Is there anything you have requested your attorney 
t   t t  t  one? 
If yes, please explain. 
- 4-
ES@ 
 NO (!!!5J 
YES ~ 
~NO 
@  
ES§) 
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19 Your attorney can get various items from the
prosecutor relating to your case These may include
police reports witness statements tape recordings
photographs reports of scientific testing etc This is
called discovery Have you reviewed the evidence
provided to your attorney in discovery
20 Are there any witnesses whose testimony would show
that you are innocent
21 Do you understand that by pleading guilty you will waive
any defenses both factual and legal that you believe
you may have in this case
YES NO
YES ONO
YE NO
22 Are there any motions or other requests for relief that
you believe should still be filed in this case YES NO
If so what motions or requests
23 Do you understand that if you enter an unconditional
guilty plea in this case you will not be able to challenge
any rulings that came before the guilty plea including
1 any searches or seizures that occurred in your case
2 any issues concerning the method or manner of your
Arrest and 3 any issues about any statements you may
have made to law enforcement officers S NO
24 Do you understand that when you plead guilty you are
admitting the truth of each and every allegation contained
in the chargesto which you plead guilty YES NO
25 Are you currently on probation or parole YES O
If so do you understand that a plea of guilty in this case
could be the basis of a violation of that probation or parole YES NO
26 If you are not a citizen of the United States the entry
of a plea or making of factual admissions could have
consequences of deportation or removal inability to
obtain legal status in the United States or denial of
an application for United States citizenship Do you
understand Y NO
27 Is the crime to which you will plead guilty one which
will require you to register as a sex offender YES NO
IC 188304
NA
5 McLaughlin Williamson Wilper July 1 200000101
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(I.C. § -83 ) 
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28 Are you aware that if you plead guilty you may be
required to pay restitution to the victims in this case YES NO
IC 195304
29 Have you agreed to pay restitution in another case as
a condition of your plea agreement in this case YES PO
If so to whom
30 Do you understand that if the Court orders a presentence
Investigation report you shall be ordered to pay an amount
to be determined by the Department of Correction
not to exceed 100 IC 192516 ES NO
31 Is there a mandatory driverslicense suspension as a
result of a guilty plea in this case CESNO
If so for how long must your license be suspended
32 Are you pleading guilty to a crime for which a mandatory
domestic violence substance abuse or psychosexual
evaluation is required YES NO
IC 189187a800598317
33 Are you pleading guilty to a crime for which you may be
required to pay the costs of prosecution and
investigation IC 372732AK
34 Are you pleading guilty to a crime for which you will be
required to submit a DNA sample to the state
IC 195506
35 Are you pleading guilty to a crime of violence for which
the court could impose a civil penalty of up to5000
payable to the victim of the crime IC 195307
36 Do you understand that if you plead guilty to a felony
during the period of your sentence you will lose your
right to vote in Idaho ID CONST art 6 3
37 Do you understand that if you plead guilty to a felony
during the period of your sentence you will lose your right
to hold public office in Idaho ID CONST art 6 3
38 Do you understand that if you plead guilty to a felony
during the period of your sentence you will lose your right
to perform jury service in Idaho ID CONST art 6 3
YES N
YES NO
YES
YES NO
5YE NO
eES NO
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28. r  you aware that if you plead guilty you ay be 
requir  to pay restituti  to the victims in this case? 
(I.C. § 1 - 4) 
9.  yo  agr  to pay restit ti  in another case as 
a c iti   y r pl  a r t in this case? 
If o, t  hom? ____________________ _ 
0.   r  t  i  t  rt r r  a r t  
I ti ti  r rt  ll  r r  t    t 
t   t r i   t  rt t  rr ti  C) 
t   $1 0? (I.C. § 9- 16) &  
1. I     river's li  i    
r lt   il  l  i  t i  ase? eJNO 
If o, f   l  t  li   spended? ----"1_-_).L,-_~y~N..L---
. r  y  l i  ilty t   cri  f r ic   t ry 
i  i l ,  se,  l 
i   ired? 
(I.C. §§ - 18(7)(a),- 005(9),-83 ) 
. r   l i  ilt  t   ri  f r i     
ir    t   f tion  
i ti ation? (I.C. §  - 732A(K» 
34. re you pleading guilty to a cri e for hich you ill be 
ir  to it   l    te? 
(I.C. § -550 ) 
. r   l i  ilty to  i  f i l  f r i  
the rt l  i se  ivil lt  f  t  $5,0 0, 
payable t  t e victim f the ri e? (I.C. § -53 ) 
36. o you understand that if you plead guilty to a felony, 
during the period of your sentence, you ill lose your 
right to t  in I ? (10. a s . . , § ) 
3 .  you nderstand that if you plead guilty to a fel y, 
during the period of your sentence, you will lose your right 
to hold public o fice in Id ? (10. a s . a . 6, § 3) 
 8 
 (3 
 
 
38. Do you understand that if you plead guilty to a felony, 
during the period of your sentence, you will lose your right L.:)~ 
to perform jury service in Id ? (10. a s . art. 6, § 3) c;Y O 
- 6 - McLaughlin I Williamson I Wilper July 1, 2011 
39 Do you understand that if you plead guilty to a felony
you will lose your right to purchase possess or carry
firearms IC 18310
40 Do you understand that no one including your attorney
can force you to plead guilty in this case
41 Are you entering your plea freely and voluntarily
YES NO
a
NO
NO
42 Are you pleading guilty because you did commit the acts
alleged in the information or indictment OESNO
43 If you were provided with an interpreter to help you fill out
this form have you had any trouble understanding your
interpreter YES NO NA
44 Have you had any trouble answering any of the questions
in this form which you could not resolve by discussion with
your attorney YES N
I have answered the questions on pages 1 7 of this Guilty Plea Advisory form truthfully
understand all of the questions and answers herein have discussed each question and
answer with my attorney and have completed this form freely and voluntarily Furthermore no
one has threatened me to do so
Dated this day of 1fd 20
99ENDANTJ
I hereby acknowledge that I have discussed in detail the foregoing questions and answers
with my client
DEFENDANTSiplORNEY
7 McLaughlin Williamson Wilper July 1 2011
000103
9.  y  r t  t  i   plea  il  t  a f l  
 ill l  r ri t t  urchase, ossess, r rr  
firearms? (I.e. § -3 ) 
0.   r t  t t  e, i l i  r tt rney, 
 f   t  l   i  t  ase? 
. r   t ri  r l  fr l   luntarily? 
.   l i  il    i  i    
 i  t    ict ent? 
. If   i  it   i t t  t  l   fill t 
t i  f ,     t l  t i   ~) 
t rpreter?   c!!!y 
.           
i  t i  f r  i   l  t r l   i i  it  ~ 
 tt rney?  ~ 
I have answered the questions on pages 1-7 of this Guilty Plea Advisory form truthfully, 
understand all of the questions and answers herein, have discussed each question and 
ans er ith y attorney, and have co pleted this for  freely and voluntarily. Further ore, no 
  hreaten~    . J 
ated this (&   /It~ ,20 n . 
~ ~ 
I hereby ackno ledge that I have discussed, in detail, the foregoing questions and ans ers 
it   t. 
- - McLaughlin I illiamson I ilper July 1. 2011 
Wilper Johnson 050112 Uomwell Courtroom507
Time Speaker Note
100621 AM I St v Jacob Torrez CRFE1105970 Sentencing Cust
100651AM Watt Roker Ben Harmer
eftruname
100731 AMbiif True name is Torrez
100834AM C Reviews notes Rule 11
00916 AM notes error PSI in Mental Health Assessment re GED
16b 1 2 M IHarme r 8283761 as of now still more to come asks leave open 120 days
3 no obj
1AM
4
Will leave open will set for restitution review 82912at900
104AM ti Q on days credit will give 365d as no obj
104AMRamer Recs1037imposed
102153AMRoker Recs 1037probation with Drug Court or CAPP rider
102937AMIDef Comments
103302AMCt JOC1037cr 365 DL susp 5 yrs absolute after release
Restitution left open review in august Notes waived right to
appeal Ct 11 111 dism PSIsreturned
512012 1 of 1
000104
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MAY 2 2012
CHRISTOPHER D1Csrk
Sy SHARYAW17
DEPUry
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIALDISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff
VS
JACOB M TORREZ aka ONEAL
Defendant
DOB
SSN
Case No CRFE2011 5970
JUDGMENTOF CONVICTION
This being the time fixed by the Court for pronouncing sentence upon the defendant the
Court noted the presence of the Prosecuting Attorney or his deputy the defendant and Matthew
Roker counsel for the defendant in court
The defendant was duly informed of the Information filed against him and the defendant
entered a guilty plea on March 20 2012 to the crime of COUNT I AGGRAVATED DRIVING
UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL FELONY IC 188006 committed on or about
August 16 2010 Counts II and III were dismissed pursuant to plea negotiations
The defendant and his counsel were then asked if they had any legal cause or reason to
offer why judgment and sentence should not be pronounced against the defendant and if the
defendant or his counsel wished to make a statement on behalf of the defendant or to present any
information to the Court in mitigation of punishment and the Court having accepted such
statements and having found no legal cause or reason why judgment and sentence should not be
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION Page 1 000105
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
NO'-r-~::::"'"1-r-:-=-___ -I-
A.M""",--=~:..---, 
CHRISTOPHER D. ~'CH, Clerk 
By S AAY A":"OOTT 
OEPUTY 
       UDICIAL   
   O,        
   I , 
l intif ,  . FE- -5  
vs.    
  .   EAL, 
10 f nt. 
II : 
SN.:
12 
13 This being the ti e fixed by the ourt for pronouncing sentence upon the defendant, the 
14 rt te  t e rese ce f t e r sec ti  tt r e , r is e uty, t e efe ant, a  att e  
15 r,      rt. 
16 The defendant was duly infor ed of the Infor ation filed against hi , and the defendant 
17 
e tere  a ilt  lea  arch ,  t  t e cri e f  I:  I I  
18 
ER T E I FL E CE F LC L, FEL , I.C. §18-8006, co itted on or about 
19 
August 16, 2010. Counts II and III were dismissed pursuant to plea negotiations. 
20 
The defendant, and his counsel, ere then asked if they had any legal cause or reason to 
21 
22 
offer hy judg ent and sentence should not be pronounced against the defendant, and if the 
23 
defendant, Of his counsel, wished to make a statement on behalf of the defendant, or to present any 
24 information to the Court in mitigation of punishment; and the Court, having accepted such 
25 statements, and having found no legal cause or reason why judgment and sentence should not be 
26 
J  F I I  - a e  
lI pronounced against the defendant at this time does render its judgment of conviction as follows
2
towit
3 That whereas the defendant having pled guilty in this court to the crime of COUNT I
4 AGGRAVATED DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL FELONY IC 18
5 8006
6
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED ADJUDGED AND DECREED that the defendant
7
JACOB M TORREZ aka ONEAL is guilty of the crime of COUNT I AGGRAVATED
8
DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL FELONY IC188006 and that he be
9
sentenced to the Idaho State Board ofCorrection under the Unified Sentence Law of the State of
10
11
Idaho for an aggregate term of ten 10 years to be served as follows a minimum period of
12 confinement of three 3 years followed by a subsequent indeterminate period of custody not to
13 exceed seven 7 years with said term to commence immediately Defendant is to receive three
14 hundred sixtyfive 365 days credit for time served prior to the entry ofthis Judgment
15 IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant shall pay restitution to the victimsof the
16 defendantscrime in an amount to be determined plus interest at the statutory rate until paid in full
17
The defendant shall pay restitution as quickly as the defendant can reasonably afford to pay
18
Restitution payments shall be made through the Clerk of the District Court
19
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant shall pay a fee not to exceed 100 the
20
exact amount of which is to be determined by the Idaho Department of Correction to reimburse
21
22
said Department for the cost of the preparation of the presentence report
23 IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendantsdrivers license shall be absolutely
24 suspended for five 5 years commencing upon the date of the defendants release from
25 incarceration
26
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION Page 2
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22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
pronounced against the defendant at this ti e; does render its judg ent of conviction as follo s, 
to- it: 
hat, hereas, the defendant having pled guilty in this court to the cri e f  I: 
AGGRAVATED DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL, FELONY, I.C. §18-
06; 
IT IS T EREF RE R ERED, J E ,  ECREE  that the defendant, 
 .   EAL, i  ilt   t  ri    I:  
I I    I F  F L, F L NY, I.C. §18-8006 and that he be 
se te ce  t  t e I a  tate ar  f rrection, er t e ifie  e te ce a  f t e tate f 
,   t  t   t  (1 ) r , t     l s: a minimum period of 
confinement of three (3) years, followed by a subsequent indeterminate period of custody not to 
  (7) rs, ith i  t r  t   i i tely. f t i  t  r i  t r  
hundred sixty-five (365) days credit for time served prior to the entry of this Judgment. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant shall pay restitution to the victim(s) of the 
defendant's crime in an amount to be determined plus interest at the statutory rate until paid in full. 
The defendant shall pay restitution as quickly as the defendant can reasonably afford to pay. 
tit ti  e ts ll e  t r  t e l r  f t  istri t rt. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant shall pay a fee not to exceed $100, the 
exact a ount of hich is to be deter ined by the Idaho epart ent of Correction to rei burse 
said epartment for the cost of the preparation of the presentence report. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant's driver's license shall be absolutely 
s s e ded for five (5) ye r , e cing  the ate f the f dant's release fro  
incarcerati . 
J G ENT OF C ICTION - Page 2 
12
3
4
5
6
7
8
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11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk deliver a certified copy of this Judgment and
Commitment to the said Sheriff which shall serve as the commitment of the defendant
Sentenced and dated this 1 st day of May 2012
Ronald J Wil
District Judge
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION Page 3
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk deliver a certified copy of this Judgment and 
it t t  t  sai  heriff, i  shall serv  as th  co it t of t  defendant. 
ent  a  t  t i  1st  of y 2012. 
JUDGMENT OF C ICTION - Page 3 
l  . ilpe 
istrict Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
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9
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24
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26
I Christopher D Rich the und7rsigned authority do hereby certify that I have mailed by
n
United States Mail on this day of May 2012 one copy of the JUDGMENT OF
CONVICTION AND COMMITMENT TO STATE as notice pursuant to Rule 77dICR to each
ofthe attorneys of record in this cause in envelopes addressed as follows
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
VIA EMAIL
Matthew J Roker
LOVAN ROKER ROUNDSPC
717 S Kimball Ste 200
Caldwell ID 83605
ADA COUNTY JAIL
VIA EMAIL
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
VIA EMAIL
PSI DEPARTMENTPP
VIA EMAIL
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
VIA EMAIL
CHRISTOPHER D RICH
Clerk of the District Court
Ada Cou Idaho
Y
Del ut Clerk
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION Page 4
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2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
TI    
I, Christopher . Rich, the u,rsigned authority, do hereby certify that I havemailed.by 
 t t  ail,   ~ day of ay 2012, one copy of the: J   
I TI   IT E T T  ST TE as notice pursuant to ule 77(d) I.C.R. to each 
of the attorneys of record in this cause in envelopes addressed as follo s: 
  ECUTI   
I  I  
atthe  J. oker 
  & , .C. 
  al ,   
ldwell,   
  J I  
I  E IL 
   
I  E IL 
I / &P 
I  I  
   
16 I I  
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
JUD ENT F C ICTION - Page 4 
 .  
  e  t 
~:CO~ahO y~~ e ut lerk 
x611312012 1640 20845 18
LOVAN RORER ROUNDSPC
MATTHEW J RORERISB No 4835
TYLER S ROUNDS ISB No 7876
Attorneys at Law
717 S Kimball Avenue Suite 200
r Caldwell Idaho 53605
Telephone 208 4596795
Facsimile 208 4596908
Attorneys for Defendant
LOVANROKER
RECEIVED
AUG 13 2012
Ada County Clerk
IN THEDI COURT OF THEFOURTHJUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AN FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff
CASE NO CRFE20115970
VS i
JAKE MICHAEL TORREZ
Defendant
ORDER TOTRANSPORT
AUG 17
2RICH Clerk
AJOHNSON
DEPUTY
rf APPEARING that the abovenamed Defendant is in the custody of the SICI South Idaho
Correct Institution and that it is necessary that JAKE MICHAEL TORREZ be brought before
the Honorable RONALD J WILDER in the Fourth Judicial Court at 200 W Front Street Boise Idaho
for his Court date on the 28 day of August 2012 at the hour of900oclockam
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the Ada County Sheriff bring the Defendant from SICI
to Ada County Courthouse at said time and on said date
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that immediately following said court date the Sheriff return
said Defendant to the custody of the SICI
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that SICI release the said Defendant to the Ada County Sheriff
for the purpose of the aforementioned court appearance and
PAGE 02103
NO
FILED
PM
ORDER TO TRANSPORT 1
000109
~ 88/13/2012 16:40 20845 18 
LOVAN ROKER & ROUNDS, P.e. 
MATTHEW J. ROKER-ISS No. 4835 
TYLER S. ROUNDS - ISB No. 7876 
Attorneys at Law 
717 S. Kimball A venue, Suite 200 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 459-6795 
Facsimile: (208) 459-6908 
Attorneys for Defendant 
LOVANROKER 
RECEIVED 
AUG 1 3 2012 
Ada County Clerk 
NO. 
A.M. IO'J\7 
IN THE ISTRICf C  F E FOURTH J I I L ISTRICf 
F E S TE F I , I  D  HE  F  
STATE OF IDAHO, 
lai tiff, 
" . 
JAKE ICHAEL TORREZ, 
efe ant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
---------------------) 
S  . FE2011-5970 
ER  SP  
PAGE 02/03 
FILED P.M ___ _ 
IT PPE I  that the above-na ed efendant is in the custody of the SI I (South Idabo 
Correctional Institution), and that it is necessary that J E IC EL TORREZ be brought before 
the Honorable RONALD J. ILPER in the Fourth Judicial Court at 200 W. Front Street. Boise, Idaho 
for his Court date on the 28t" day of August, 2012 at the bour of 9:00 o'clock a.m.; 
I  IS T E EF E  that the da ounty Sheriff bring the efendant fro  SI I 
to Ada County Courthouse at said time and on said date; 
I  IS   that i ediately follo ing said court date the Sheriff return 
said Defendant to the custody of the SICI; 
I  IS FU T E  OR E E  that SICI release the said Defendant to the Ada County Sheriff, 
for the purpose of the aforementioned court appearance; and 
ORDER TO TRANSPORT - 1 
GC: fft( D { 1 {)Jc, Iter 
I
0312012 1640 2634E 33 LOVANROKER PAGE 03
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk of this Court serve a copy hex upon the Ada
County SheriffsDepartment forthwith and certify the same
DATED August
RONALD J
District Judge
ORDER TO TRANSPORT 2
000110
\ 08/13/2012 16:40 2084~ J8 LOVANROKER PAGE 03/03 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk of this Court serve a copy h reof upon the Ada 
County Sheriff's Department forthwith and certify the same. 
DATE : August...,:..... __ 
District Judge 
ORDER TO TRA PORT - 2 
828012 1 of 1
Wilper Johnson 082812 Gos Courtroom508
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Time Speaker Note 
09:50:38 AM i i st. v. Jacob Torrez CRFE-11-05970 Review Restitution Pen 
··o·~f·s·6:·4·(fAMT·Cou·nsei····················rRokeriH;3"rm·er .. · ........ · .. ··································· ..........................................................................................................................................................................................  
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··o"9·:·5·:;Fo~fAM·rCi""········································Tci:····on···spe·Ci"fi·cs~···s·ei··for···h"e·jirlng=···;fOj4H2···ai""2":·O(j"""for···3····h"rs·~················ ...............................................  
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AUG 18 2012
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CHRISTOPHER D
By INGA jog
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT O
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OFADg
THE STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff
vs Case No CRFE1 05970
JACOB TORREZ
Defendant ORDER TO TRANSPORT
It appearing that the abovenamed defendant is in the custody of the Idaho Board of
Correction and that it is necessary that he be brought before this Court on October 4 2012 at the
hour of200PM
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED That the Ada County Sheriff bring the Defendant from the
Penitentiary to the Court at said time and on said date
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That immediately following said Court appearance the Sheriff
return said Defendant to the custody of the Idaho State Penitentiary
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That the Idaho State Board of Correction release the said
Defendant to the Ada County Sheriff for the purpose of the aforementioned appearance and
retake himher into custody from the Sheriff upon hisher return to the Penitentiary
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That the Clerk of this Court serve a copy hereof upon the Idaho
Board of Correction forthwith and certify to the same
2 2 a
Date Ronald J i er
District e
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that copies of the foregoing document were sent to
Central Records
FAXed to 3277444
Ada County Jail
FAXed577 3409
Ada County Prosecuting AttorneysOffice
Interdept Mail
Matt Roker
Attorney at Law
FAX 4596908
Dated 2 Christopher D Ri
by
Clerk
Order to Transport
Clerk
000112
AM. FILED 
--------P.M., __ ~~~ 
I   I      I I  I  Q 
   I AHO,       D 
2    I O, 
l i tif , 
3 . 
 , 
4 f dant.    
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
It appearing that the above-na ed defendant is in the custody of the Idaho oard of 
r ction,  t t it i   t t   t f  t i  t  t  .  t t  
r f :00 .M. 
I  I    t t   t  riff ri  t  f t fr  t  
          te; 
I  I    hat i ediately follo ing said ourt appearance the heriff 
r t r  i  f t t  t  t  f t  I  t t  it ti ry; 
      I     i  l   i  
Defendant to the Ada County Sheriff for the purpose of the aforementioned appearance and 
retake hi /her into custody fro  the Sheriff upon his/her return to the Penitentiary. 
IT IS F T E  E E  That the lerk of this ourt serve a copy hereof upon the Idaho 
Boam ~ co:e:i:~ ~rthWith and cert_if_y_to_th_e..=a::a::.,.:_e_. ""'7"f."--/-, ........ ----
 l   
 
   
I  TIF  that copies of the foregoing docu ent ere sent to: 
tr l r  
 t  -7444 
 ty J il 
-  -340  
  ty r s c ting tt rney's ffic  
t r t il 
19 
tt r 
 tt r  t  
- 9-6908 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
: _~....;;..l+-/",,-~-+~ 1....:..,1_'1.--__ 
rl 
r r t  ransport 
by: ~In~~~======~-----
puty  
AM 0M
SEP 17
CHRISTOPHER D
By INGAJD
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
2
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
THE STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff
VS Case No CRFE11 05970
JACOB TORREZ
Defendant ORDER TO TRANSPORT
It appearing that the abovenamed defendant is in the custody of the Idaho Board of
Correction and that it is necessary that he be brought before this Court on October 12 2012 at the
hour of200PM
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED That the Ada County Sheriff bring the Defendant from the
Penitentiary to the Court at said time and on said date
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That immediately following said Court appearance the Sheriff
return said Defendant to the custody of the Idaho State Penitentiary
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That the Idaho State Board of Correction release the said
Defendant to the Ada County Sheriff for the purpose of the aforementioned appearance and
retake himher into custody from the Sheriff upon hisher return to the Penitentiary
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That the Clerk of this Court serve a copy hereof upon the Idaho
Board of Correction forthwith and certify to the same
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That the Transport Order for transport on Oct 4 2012 is
hereby RESCINDED
If
9I7Z
Date Ronald XperDistri J
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that copies of the foregoing document were sent to
Central Records
FAXed to 3277444
Ada County Jail
FAXed5773409
Ada County Prosecuting AttorneysOffice
Interdept Mail
Matt Roker
Attorney at Law
FAXed4596908
Dated
7
Order to Transport
000113
NO.-----::::::-=:--I"--_~ PILED /,-A.M. ___ -rP.M.----l~ ...... '--
S  1  201 
I  0 
I  T  I I     F  J I I L I I   
  F IDAHO, I    T     
By ~~rp 
2    I AHO, 
laintif , 
3 vs.  o. - -  
 EZ, 
4 efendant.    
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
It appearing that the above-na ed defendant is in the custody of the Idaho oard of 
rr ction,  t t it i   t t   t f  t i  t  t  .20  t t  
r f :00 .M. 
I         i  ri   f  fr   
      i     ate; 
I  I    t i i t l  f ll i  i  t  t  iff 
return said efendant to the custody of the Idaho tate enitentiary; 
          i  r l  t  i  
Defendant to the Ada County Sheriff for the purpose of the afore entioned appearance and 
retake hi /her into custody fro  the heriff upon his/her return to the enitentiary. 
IT IS F T E  E E  That the lerk of this ourt serve a copy hereof upon the Idaho 
  i  i   i    e. 
             t.    
hereby RESCINDED. / 
'J-11-/1- ( r::~'+--b.£...-__ _ 
ate 
15 I I   I I  
 I  IFY that copies of the foregoing docu ent ere sent to: 
 entral ecords 
 t  27-7444 
18 
 t  il 
-  -3409 
 t  r secuting tt rney's ffi  
19 Interdept ail 
20 att oker 
torney at  
21 FAXed-459-6908 
22 
23 t : ------,"r-+-llo---'ol 'f-l-'/;_. V' __ 
7 I 
24 
25 
26 
Order to Transport 
Christopher. . 
Wilper Johnson 101212 Fist Courtroom504
Time Speaker Note
125544 PM St v Jacob Torrez CRFE11 05970 Restitution Hearing
0258PM Def present in custody
02511 PM Counsel HarmerRoker
02516PM Harmer Def to stip to certain amounts submits documents to court
20632PM Ro ker No obj to correction of amounts just to whether the def is to pay
Will call def as witness
02951 PM Roker Makes record without calling def with int by court Moves admit
supplemental police report into record Exh A no obj adm
021847PM Harmer Responds w int by court
02210 PM Ct Q on specifics
022533 PM Ct Findings Orders Restitution in amount being requested Takes
Judicial Notice of the fact that portion the def owes health care
providers personally are dischargable in bankruptcy but not the
restitution order amount
023319 PM Ct Adv on right to appeal restitution order Signs order
23416PM End
1022012 1 of 1
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FILED
AM 4D PM
Greg HBower
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
Ben Harmer
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200 West Front Street Room 3191
Boise Idaho 83702
Telephone 208 2877700
Fax 2082877709
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff
vs
Jacob M Torrez
Defendant
Case No CRFE20110005970
ORDER FOR RESTITUTION
AND JUDGMENT
WHEREAS on the
S
day of o y Z a Judgment of
Conviction was entered against the Defendant Jacob M Torrez and therefore pursuant to
Idaho Code 195304 and 1880032and based on evidence presented to this Court
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Defendant Jacob M Torrez shall make
restitution to the victimsandor law enforcement agencyies in the following amounts of
ORDER FORRESTITUTION AND JUDGMENT TORREZCRFE20110005970 Page 1
Cam4 Pk
OCT 15 2012
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  r ecuti   
en ar er 
t  r ti  tt r  
   tr et,   
,   
one: (2 8) -77  
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       I I    
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  , 
l intif , 
vs. 
 . , 
t. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
--------------------------) 
s  .  
  I I  
  
s-
, n the _1 __ I day of 1"1 a.. y ) t:? () I ~, a Judgment of 
/ 
Conviction as entered against the efendant Jacob . Torrez; and therefore pursuant to 
Idaho ode § 9-5304 d § 18-8003(2) and based on evidence presented to this Court; 
IT IS E E  E E , that the efendant, Jacob . Torrez, shall ake 
restitution to the victim(s) and/or law enforcement agency(ies) in the following amounts of: 
ORDER FOR RESTITUTION AND JUDGMENT (TORREZlCRFE20110005970), Page 1 
(C r fll- ((b~eA/ 
I 
CAPCHA ANDREWPAUL 15600
FARRIS HEIDI DUNCAN 200
OREGONMUTUAL INSURANCE GROUP
DR COLLEEN ZIMMERMAN 4900
ST ALPHONSUS MEDICAL GROUP 00
ADACOUNTY INDIGENT SERVICES 79 5185
IDAHO STATE CRIME LAB DUI 1000
TOTAL 823761
Post judgment interest on said restitution amount will accrue from the date of this
Order and Judgment at the rate specified in Idaho Code 2822104
FURTHER pursuant to IC 195305 this Order may be recorded as a judgment
against the Defendant Jacob M Torrez and the listed victimsmay execute as provided by
law for civil judgments
FURTHER it is the responsibility of the Defendant to notify the Restitution
Department 2082877700 if at any time a victim collects by means of the civil judgment
IT IS SO ORDERED
DATED this l da of D o 2012
ORDER FOR RESTITUTION AND JUDGMENTTORREZCRFE20110005970 Page 2
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TAL: 
$56.00 
$200.00, 
$2.473.06 
$ 90.00 
$ .00 
$7 ,518.55 
$100. 0 
$82,837.61 
    i  ti  t ill accr    t  f t  
  t t t  t  ci i  i    §28-2 -1 . 
F T E , pursuant to I.C. 19-5305 this rder ay be recorded as a judg ent 
against the Defendant, Jacob . Torrez, and the listed victim(s) may execute as provided by 
 r  ts. 
F , it is the responsibility of the efendant to notify the estitution 
Department (208-287-7700) if at any time a victim collects by means of the civil judgment. 
   . 
 t is /2 ~ f_-"",o_t _'_"_f3_L_DZ.--"'-____ . 
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LOVAN ROKER ROUNDSPC
MATTHEWJ ROKERISB No 4835
TYLER S ROUNDS ISB No 7876
Attorneys at Law
717 S Kimball Avenue Suite 200
Caldwell Idaho 83605
Telephone 208 4596795
Facsimile 208 4596908
Attorney for Defendant
CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By KATRINA CHRISTENSEN
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STAROF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF AD
STATE OF IDAHO
PlaintiffRespondent
vs
JACOB MTORREZ
DefendantAppell
CASENO CRPE2011 5970
NOTICE OF APPEAL
TO THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT STATE OF IDAHO AND THE PARTYS
ATTORNEYS BEN HARMER ADA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY AND THE
CLERK OF THE ABOVEENTITLED COURT
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT
X The above named appellant Jacob M Torrez appeals against the above named
respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from a final Order of Restitution entered in the above
entitled action on the 12 day of October 2012 Honorable Ronald J Wilper presiding
2 The Appellant has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court and the judgment
described in paragraph 1 above is an appealable order under and pursuant to Rule IC1TAR
NOTICE OF APPEAL1
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LOVAN ROKER & ROUNDS, P.C. 
MATT E  J. ROKER-  No. 4835 
TYLER S. ROUNDS - ISB No. 7876 
Attorneys at Law 
717 S. Ki bal  Avenue, Suite 200 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: ( 8) 459-  
Facsimile: ( 8) 459-  
tt r y f r f t 
LOVANROKER 02/08 ). FILEO ~ 
AM .. ___ -'P.  ..... ~,......,,t:.----
NOV 2 1 2012 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By KATRINA CHRISTENSEN 
DEPUTY 
I   I I f     JUDICIAL I I  
  TATE  I , I     T   DA 
  , ) 
) 
l i ti /Res t, ) 
) 
VS. ) 
) 
 . , ) 
) 
efendant! Appellan . ) 
) 
 . F -5  
   
TO: E B E E  SP , S E F I    P RTY'S 
TT E S, BE  E .  T  P SE TI  TT E   T E 
 F E  I LE  . 
NOTICE IS E  I E  : 
1. The above named appellant Jacob M. Torrez appeals against the above named 
respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from a final Order of Restitution, entered in the above 
entitled action on the 12')0 day of October, 2012, Honorable Ronald J. Wilper presiding. 
2. The Appellant has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgment 
described in paragraph 1 above is an appealable order under and pursuant to Rule 11(C)(l) LA.R. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL-l 
1128 2 163 20845 8 LOVANROKER PAGE 83108
3 A preliminary statement of the issue on appeal is whether the District Court erred in
ordering Defendant to pay restitution in the amount of823761 This statement of issues on
appeal shall not prevent the appellant from asserting other issues on appeal
4 No order has been entered sealing any portion of the record
5 a A reporterstranscript is requested
b The appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the reporters
transcript
Standard transcript
Restitution Hearing held on October 12 2012 Court Reporter Tiffany Fisher
estimated number of transcript pages less then 100
6 The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerks record
in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28IAR Restitution order filed October
15 2012
7 I certify
a That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter
b That the reporterstranscript fee and the clerksrecord fee should be paid by the
County because the DefendantAppell is indigent and he will apply for payment of fees by the
County
c That there is no appellate filing fee
d That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to Rule
20IAR
C RTIFICATE OF SERVICE The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct
copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF APPEAL was mailed postage prepaid to Ada County
NOTICE OF APPEAL2
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3. A preli inary statement of the issue on appeal is whether the istrict Court erred in 
ordering Defendant to pay restitution in the amount of $82.837.61. This statement of issues on 
appeal shall not prevent the appellant from asserting other issues on appeal. 
4. No order has been entered sealing any portion of the record. 
. ( )  reporter's t cri  i  r quested. 
tr nscri pt: 
(b) The appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the reporter's 
t r  t script. 
Restitution Hearing held on October 12) 2012, Court Reporter Tiffany Fisher, 
esti ate  er f tra scri t a es less t e  . 
6.  ll t t  t  ll i  e ts t   i l  i  t  l rk's  
in addition to those auto atically included under ule 28. LA.R. estitution order filed ctober 
15,2012. 
7.  : 
(a) That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter. 
(b) That the reporter's transcript fee and the clerk's record fee should be paid by the 
County because the Defendant/Appellant is indigent and he will apply for payment of fees by the 
. 
(c) That there is no appe late filing fe . 
(d) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to Rule 
20.IA.R. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICe: The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF APPEAL was mailed) postage prepaid. to, Ada County 
NOTICE OF A PEAL-2 
1120 2 163 26845 8 LOVANROKER PAGE 048
Prosecuting Attorney 200 W Front Street Boise Idaho 83702 mailed postage prepaid to the
Administrative Judge Ada County Courthouse 200 W Front Street Boise Idaho 83702 mailed
postage prepaid to Tiffany Fisher Court Reporter 200 W front Street Boise Idaho 83702 and
mailed postage prepaid to LAWRENCE G WASDEN Attorney General STATE OF IDAHO
POBOX 83720 Boise Idaho 83720 this date
DATED November 2012
LOVAN ROKER ROUNDSPC
By r
MATTHEW J R
Attorneys for Defendant
NOTICE OFAPPEAL3
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~ .. 
Prosecuting Attorney, 200 W. Front Street, Boise, Idaho 83702; mailed, postage prepaid to the 
Administrative Judge, Ada County Courthouse, 200 W. Pront Street, Boise, Idaho 83702; mailed, 
postage prepaid to Tiffany Fisher, Court Reporter, 200 W. front Street, Boise, Idaho 83702 and 
mailed, postage prepaid, to LAWRENCE O. WASDEN, Attomey General, STATE OF IDAHO~ 
P.O. BOX 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720, this date. 
DATED: November .1.L2012. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL-3 
  & ROUNDS, P.C. 
Y:~r"4~~ , .. 
I E .  
ttorneys for efendant 
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LOVAN ROKER ROUNDS FC
MATTHEWJ ROKERISB No 4835
TYLER S ROUNDS ISB No 7876
Attorneys at Law
717 S Kimball Avenue Suite 200
Caldwell Idaho 83605
Telephone 208 4596795
Facsimile 2084596908
Attorneys for Defendant
LOVANROKER PAGE 058
NO
FILED
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NOV 2 1 2012
CHRISTOPHER 3 RICH Clerk
By KATRINA CHRISTENSEN
DEFUry
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff
VS
JACOB M TORREZ
Defendant
CASE NO CRFE20115970
MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF
STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC
DEFENDER
CONIES NOW MATTHEW J ROKER by and on behalf of himself and his
firm LOVAN ROKER ROUNDS PC of Caldwell Idaho and hereby moves this
Court for its Order pursuant to Idaho Code 19867 et seq and Rule 13b12 and
19 Idahlate Rules appointing the State Appellate Public DefendersOffice to
represent the defendant appellant in all further appellant proceedings and allowing
counsel for the defendantappellant to withdraw as counsel of record in all matters
pertaining to DefendantAppellants appeal
This Motion is made and based upon the following grounds and reasons
1 The defendant appellant is currently being represented by LOVAN
ROKER ROUNDSPC
2 The State Appellate Public Defender is authorized by statute to represent
the defendant appellant in all felony appellate proceedings
MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF STATE APPELLATEPUBLIC DEFENDER I
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LOVAN ROKER & ROUNDS, P.C. 
M IHEW J. ROKER-I B No. 4835 
TYLER S. ROUNDS - ISB No. 7876 
Attorneys at Law 
717 S.Kimbal  Avenue, Suite 200 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: ( 08) 459- 5 
Facsimile: ( 8) 459-  
tt r  f r f t 
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NO. ___ --==_~~rI---
FILED ~ A.M. ___ -'p.M ___ _ 
NOV 2 1 2012 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By KATRINA CHRISTENSEN 
DEPLI1V 
I   I I f T   F U T  UDICIAL I I  
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T E ST TE F I  
laintif , 
VS. 
 . , 
efendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
 . ) -59  
TI  F  PP I T E T F 
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COMES NO , ATTHE  J. ROKER, by and on behalf of hi self and hjs 
fir .   & R S, P.e., of Cald ell, Idaho, and hereby oves this 
Court for its Order, pursuant to Idaho Code §19-867, et. seq. and Rule 13(b) (12) and 
(19), Idaho Appellate Rules, appointing the State Appellate Public Defender's Office to 
represent the defendant-appellant in all further appellant proceedings and allowing 
counsel for the defendant-appellant to ithdra  as counsel of record in all atters 
pertaining to D ant~A pellant's appe l. 
This Motion is made and based upon the following grounds and reasons: 
1. The defendant-appellant is currently being represented by LOVAN 
ROKER & ROUNDS, P.e. 
2. The State Appellate Public Defender is authorized by statute to represent 
the defendant-appellant in all felony appellate proceedings. 
MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER - 1 
111212012 163 20845 18 LOVANROKER PAGE 068
3 It is in the interest of justice for them to do o in this case since the
defendantappellant is without funds to retain Counsel for appeal and any further
proceeding on this case will be appeals
CE ATE OFSLVICE The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and
correct copy of the foregoing instrument was mailed postage prepaid to Ada County
Prosecuting Attorney at 200 W Front Street Boise Idaho 83704 and to State Appellate
Public DefenderPOBox 83720 Boise Idaho 83720 this date
DATED November 1 2012
LOVAN ROKER ROUNDSPC
A
By
MATTHEW JR R
Attorneys for Defendant
MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF STATE APPELLATEPUBLIC DEFENDER 2
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3. It is in the interest of justice for them to do so in this case since the 
defendant-appellant is without funds to retain Counsel for appeal and any further 
proceeding on this case will be ap eals. 
CERTIFIC   SERVIC : The undersigned hereby certifies that a tr e and 
correct copy of the foregoing instrument was mailed, postage prepaid to Ada County 
Prosecuting Attorney, at 200 W. Front Street. Boise, Idaho 83704 and to State Appellate 
Publi  efender. .O.  83720, oise, I ho 83720 this date. 
DATED: e er :JJ-.2012. 
   & ROUNDS, P.e. 
~ ... /) , 
y: 2~ /:.=---- t1 /;2' 
TTHEWJ. &i£  I -=== 
ttorneys for efendant 
MOTION FOR A POINTMENT OF STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER - 2 
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LOVANRO ROUNDSPC
MATTHEWJ ROKERISBNo 4835
TYLER S ROUNDS ISB No 7876
Attorneys at Law
717 S Kimball Avenue Suite 200
Caldwell Idaho 83605
Telephone 208 4596795
Facsimile 208 4596908
Attorneys for Defendant
LOVANROKER
RECEIVED
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NOV 2 8 2012
CHRISTOPH 1CH Clerk
By OHNSON
DEPUTY
Ada County Cle 1
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff
vs
JACOB M TORREZ
Defendant
CASE NO CRFE2011 5970
ORDER APPOINTING STATE
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER
IN DIRECT APPEAL
TO IDAHO STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER
The above named defendant appellant having been convicted of the offenses of
Aggravated Driving Under the Influence of Alcohol a violation of Idaho Code Section 188006
The defendant appellant having requested the assistance of counsel in pursuing a direct
appeal from the Order of Restitution and the Court being satisfied that said defendant appellant
is an indigent person entitled to the services of the State Appellate Public Defender pursuant to
Idaho Code 19870 and that the appeal is from a judgment or order enumerated in Idaho Code
19870 1 and good cause appearing
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND THIS DOES ORDER That the State Appellate Public
Defender is appointed to represent the above named defendant appellant on the appeal on the
judgment and conviction entered in this case
ORDER APPOINTING STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER IN DIRECT APPEAL
Page 1
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LOVAN ROKER & ROUNDS, P.C. 
ATT EW J. ROKER- B No. 4835 
TYL R S. ROUNDS - ISB No. 7876 
Att r eys at Law 
717 S. i all nue, Suite 200 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: ( 8) 459- 5 
Facsimile: ( 8) 459- 8 
tt r e s for efe ant 
I  
N   1  
da ounty CiE;rk, 
NOV 2 8 2012 
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l intiff. 
VS. 
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Defendant. 
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) 
) 
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 I I   
   
   
TO:      
he above na ed defendant-appellant having been convicted of the offenses of 
ggravated riving nder the Influence f lcohol a iolation of Idaho ode ecti  § 18-8006. 
The defendant-appellant having requested the assistance of counsel in pursuing a direct 
appeal from the Order of Restitution and the Court being satisfied that said defendant-appellant 
is an indigent person entitled to the services of the State Appellate Public Defender pursuant to 
Idaho Code § 19-870 and that the appeal is from a judgment or order enu erated in Idaho ode 
§19-870 (1); and good cause appe ri ; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND THIS DOES ORDER That the State Appellate Public 
Defender is appointed to represent the above named defendant-appellant on the appeal on the 
judgment and conviction entered in this case. 
ORDER APPOINTING STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER IN DIRECT APPEAL 
Page 1 
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The State Appellate Public Defenders Office is provided the following information
concerning the case
1 The defendantappellantstrial defense counsel is LOVAN ROKER
ROUNDSPC717 S Kimball Ave Suite 200 Caldwell Idaho 83605
2 Defendant appellantstrial defense counsel has advised the Court that the
defendant appellantscurrent address is JACOB M TORREZ Inmate 58506 co SICI PO
BOX 8509 Boise Idaho 83707
DATED November 4 20X2
RONALD J 1
District Judge
CE CATSOESEYIC
IHt
copy of the
LOVAN ROTS
and Ada Coi
Reporter Ada
Boise Idaho
Box 837201
on this 2 day of OV 2012 I d
rego g document
ROUNDSPC
a A 200 W Fron
oun Courthouse i
d State pellate lie
se Idaho 3720
4 pce ir vm
1Gdrs
pIV411
JkkNAt
By
following individuals mailed postage prepaid to
7 S Kimball Ave Suite 200 Caldwell Idaho 83605
treet Boise Idaho 83702 and Tiffany Fisher Court
daho and Appellate Clerk Ada County Courthouse
Jefe der via fax to 208 3342985 and mailed at PO
CHRISTOPHER D RICH
CLERK OF THE COURT
ORDER APPOINTING STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER IN DIRECT APPEAL
Page 2
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The State Appellate Public Defender's Office is provided the following information 
concerning the case: 
1. The defendant-ap ellant's trial defense counsel is: LOVAN ROKER & 
ROUNDS,P.C., 717 S. Ki ball Ave. Suite 200, Caldwell, Idaho 83605. 
2. efendant appellant's trial defense counsel has advised the Court that the 
defendant- appellant's current address is: JACOB M. TORREZ, Inmate# 58506 c/o SICI, PO 
 8509, ise, I  707. 
r ,; '0 ~ DATED: / 
I  
S/rPp- {t..~~ ~;( 
fit - l~~ ~, l 
CERTIFI E F SERVICE 
CLERK OF THE C RT 
ORDER APPOINTING STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER IN DIRECf APPEAL 
Page 2 
3
NO FILED 7
AM PM
JAN 222013
CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By KELLE WEGENER
DEPUTY
Stephen W Kenyon
Clerk of Supreme Court
451 W State Street
Boise Idaho 83720
In re State of Idaho v Jacob M Torrez Docket No 40506
Notice is hereby given that on Friday January 11 2013 1 lodged a
transcript of 28 pages in length for the above referenced appeal with
the district court clerk of Ada County in the Fourth Judicial District
The following files were lodged
Proceeding 10022012
David Cromwell
Tucker Associates
cc kloertscher@idcourtsne
PDF format of completed files emailed to Supreme Court
w
000124
Stephen . Kenyo  
Clerk of u r  ourt 
451  State Street 
Boise, I  8  
NO.---CiiFILiEiiED~t~. l.~Z-)"."""­
A.M._---P"M, . 
JAN 2 2 2013 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By KELLE WEGENER 
DEPUTY 
I  re:   I  .  . or ez, t o.  
Notice is hereby given that on Friday, January 11, 2013, I lodged a 
transcript of 28 pages in length for the above-referenced appeal with 
the district court clerk f da ounty in the ourth Judicial istrict. 
    : 
i  0/ 2/2012 
vid r ll 
cker & i tes 
c : l rtscher idcourts.net 
PDF for at of co pleted files e ailed to Supre e Court 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO
vs
Plaintiff Respondent
Supreme Court Case No 405062012
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS
JACOB M TORREZ
DefendantAppellant
I CHRISTOPHER DRICH Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of
the State of Idaho in and for the County of Ada do hereby certify
That the attached list of exhibits is a true and accurate copy of the exhibits being
forwarded to the Supreme Court on Appeal
I FURTHER CERTIFY that the following documents will be submitted as
CONFIDENTIAL EXHIBITS to the Record
1 Pre Sentence Investigation Report
I FURTHER CERTIFY that the following documents will be submitted as EXHIBITS to
the Record
Transcript ofPreliminary Hearing Held July 22 2011 Boise Idaho filed September 12
2011
IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said
Court this 22nd day of January 2013
1taYI6111i
CHRISTOPHER DRI4HCOU RT4
Clerk oftheDistrict
ofi T
HFT nv
By
Deputy Clerk
A 00
o 8
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 090 y
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Supre e ourt ase o. 40506-2012 
laintiff- espondent, 
. I TE  I ITS 
 . , 
Defendant-Appellant. 
I, IS P  . I , l r  f t  istri t rt ft  rt  J i i l istri t f 
the State of Idaho in and for the ounty of da, do hereby certify: 
hat the attached list f exhibits is a true and accurate copy f the exhibits being 
f r ar  t  t  r  rt  l. 
I F T E  E TIF , that the follo ing docu ents ill be sub itted as 
I  ITS  e r : 
1. Pre-Sentence Investigation eport. 
I  I , t at t e f ll i  c e ts ill e s itte  as I I S t  
 cord: 
1. ra scri t f reli i ar  eari  el  J l  , , ise, I a o, file  e te er , 
1. 
I  I ESS , I  r t  s t    ffi e  t  s l f t  s i  
rt t i    f ry, . 
  ITS 
f EXHIBIT LIST
Ronald J Wilper Inga Johnson
Judge Clerk
DATE October 12 2012 DISPOSITION Restitution Hearing
CASE NO CRFE11 05970
State of Idaho Ben Harmer
Deputy Ada County Prosecuting Attorne
namim
vs
Attorneys
Jacob Torrez Matthew Roker
Attorney at Law
Defendant Attorneys
BY NO DESCRIPTION ISTATUS
Def A Supplementa Police Report I Adm102
Exhibit List
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Plaintiff 
vs. 
Jacob orrez I   
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f t ttorney( s) 
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Exhibit List 
IN THE DISTRICTCOURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO
M11
Plaintiff Respondent
Supreme Court Case No 405062012
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
JACOB M TORREZ
Defendant Appellant
I CHRISTOPHER DRICH the undersigned authority do hereby certify that I have
personally served or mailed by either United States Mail or Interdepartmental Mail one copy of
the following
CLERKSRECORD AND REPORTERSTRANSCRIPT
to each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows
STATE APPELLATE PUBLICDEFENDER
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT
BOISE IDAHO
Date ofService JAN 2 2 2
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
LAWRENCE G WASDEN
ATTORNEY FORRESPONDENT
BOISE IDAHO
WIIIIt 11II
CHRISTOPHERD11tT 4TH
N
Clerk of the Distrig4r4u 00OFTyE TT9
B
Deputy Clerk yo jy S
700 0000000
0
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I, C RIST P ER . RIC , the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have 
personally served or ailed, by either nited tates ail or Interdepart ental ail, one copy f 
t e f ll i g: 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICTOF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO
VS
Plaintiff Respondent
Supreme Court Case No 405062012
CERTIFICATE TO RECORD
JACOB M TORREZ
Defendant Appellant
I CHRISTOPHERD RICH Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the
State of Idaho in and for the County of Ada do hereby certify that the above and foregoing record in
the above entitled cause was compiled under my direction as and is a true and correct record of the
pleadings and documents that are automatically required under Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules
as well as those requested by Counsel
I FURTHER CERTIFY that the Notice of Appeal was filed in the District Court on the
21 st day ofNovember 2012
CHRISTOPHER DRT 4Ty
Clerk of theDistricrudi
OFTjpSTgT9rF
By
Deputy Clerk ti Ho Jy
1 001 1
CERTIFICATE TO RECORD
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lai tiff- es ent, 
vs.    
 . Z, 
efe a t- ella t. 
I, I  . I , l r   t  i tri t rt  t  rt  i i l i tri t  t  
tate f Idaho, in and for the ounty f da, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing record in 
the above-entitled cause as co piled under y direction as, and is a true and correct record of the 
le ings  ts t t r  t ti ll  r ir  r l   f t  I  ll t  l s, 
as ell as those requested by ounsel. 
I F RT ER CERTIF , that the otice of ppeal as filed in the istrict Court on the 
21st day f ove ber, 2012. 
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